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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the study of modified gravity theories, especially, the
scalar-tensor theories. A theorem due to Weinberg which states, that the equiva-
lence principle is a necessary consequence of Lorentz invariance in a gravitational
theory described by spin-2 massless particles is presented in Chapter 2. In view of
this theorem modified gravity models either attempt to make graviton massive or
add other spin degrees of freedom. Scalar tensor theories are a simple and natural
choice. An overview of some important scalar-tensor theories such as, Brans-Dicke
model, DGP theory (although not a scalar-tensor theory it reduces to one in the so
called decoupling limit as we would see in chapter 2), Galileon model, Horndeski
theory is also given in Chapter 2. The Hamiltonian analysis of the Galileon model
is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the boundary terms and junction
conditions of the Horndeski theory in the presence of codimension-1 branes. A gen-
eralised multiple-scalar-tensor theory analogous to Horndeski theory is developed
in Chapter 5. We conclude with the proof of the most general multiple scalar field
theory in arbitrary dimensions and flat-space time in Chapter 6. Chapters 3,4,5,6
are original work where the first 3 are based on the following journal articles.
i) Hamiltonian of galileon field theory, Phys. Rev. D 85 (2012) 084018 [arXiv:1111.3558
[hep-th]].
ii) Boundary Terms and Junction Conditions for Generalized Scalar-Tensor The-
ories, JHEP 1208 (2012) 122 [arXiv:1206.1258 [gr-qc]].
iii) Covariant multi-galileons and their generalisation, JHEP 1304 (2013) 032
[arXiv:1210.4026 [gr-qc]].
Chapter 6 is based on an article to be published soon.
Notations
We use the signature (− + + · · ·+) for the metric throughout this thesis. The
Following notations have been used for brevity,
∇a Covariant derivative with respect to the coordinate xa
∂a Derivative with respect to the coordinate x
a,
∂
∂xa
∂ba ∂a∂
b
∂ab ∂a∂b
φ(x)c...da...b ∂b . . . ∂a∂
d . . . ∂cφ(x) Here φ(x) is a scalar field
We have introduced special notations relevant to some Chapters and defined
them there.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The discovery of the general theory of relativity (GR) is considered an important
event in the history of physics. Einstein’s deep and penetrative insight has forever
changed our conception of space and time. Newton conceived of space and time
as absolute entities independent of the observers. At the turn of the 20th century
these concepts that had been the bedrock of physics for centuries, were beginning
to show some cracks. Experiments showed that this old view is incompatible with
how nature works. The speed of light was observed to be constant independent
of how the observer moves. Observations like these led Einstein to formulate
general relativity. Space and time are no longer thought of as rigid entities but
according to GR they are unified into a single construct called space-time that
can be stretched and warped by the presence of matter. In turn the structure of
space-time dictates how material bodies move in it.
GR has been spectacularly successful. The predictions of the theory such as the
bending of light by massive objects, and the precession of mercury’s orbit etc., has
been borne out by experiments to a high degree of precision. General relativity is
considered to be insufficient to describe phenomena at very small distances where
quantum mechanical effects become important and an as yet unknown quantum
theory of gravity is needed. However, despite the expected breakdown of GR at
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very small scales, it was generally believed that it would be an excellent approx-
imation for large distances such as our solar system or even the universe. This
notion has come under scrutiny in the recent years with the startling discovery of
the accelerated expansion of the universe which was recognised with the award of
the Nobel Prize in physics in 2011. Thus we are forced to accept a tiny non-zero
cosmological constant, that is not forced upon us a priori by classical GR. This
fine-tuning is known as the cosmological constant problem. Let us discuss this in
greater detail.
Einstein postulated his field equations to be,
Gµν = 8πGTµν (1.1)
Where Gµν describes the curvature of space-time and Tµν is the stress tensor
describing the energy of matter fields. The action that leads to this field equation
is ∫
d4x
√−g 1
16πG
R + Lmatter (1.2)
However, one can arrive at this from more general mathematical considerations.
It has been shown [5] that the most general tensor Aµν that satisfies the following
properties,
i) Symmetric in its indices Aµν = Aνµ
ii) Depends on the metric and it first two derivativesAµν = Aµν (gαβ, ∂γgαβ, ∂γ∂δgαβ)
iii) Divergence free ∇µAµν = 0
is given by
Aµν = aGµν + bgµν (1.3)
where a, b are arbitrary constants. This means, classically the vacuum field equa-
tions of GR should naturally contain an arbitrary constant b, known as the cos-
mological constant, unless there is a fundamental reason that forces us to set it to
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zero. The action that corresponds to this generality is then,
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
{
1
16πG
[R− 2Λ] + Lmatter
}
(1.4)
and the field equations now include the cosmological constant term Λ,
Gµν + Λgµν = 8πGTµν (1.5)
Here Tµν = − 2√−g δδgµν
∫
d4x
√−gLmatter. The cosmological constant contribution
to the field equations has the same structure as that of the vacuum energy of a
field. To see this consider a simple scalar field theory
S =
∫
d4x
√−g [−∂µφ∂µφ− V (φ)] (1.6)
The stress tensor is given by
Tµν = ∂µφ∂νφ− ∂σφ∂σφgµν − V (φ)gµν (1.7)
For the classical vacuum state φ0 the gradiant terms vanish yielding
T vacµν = −V (φ0)gµν (1.8)
Here we can see that the vacuum energy yields an identical contribution to that of
the cosmological constant Λ. For this reason the terms cosmological constant and
vacuum energy are used interchangeably. It is not necessary to have scalar fields in
vacuum state as above to generate vacuum energy, one can set a bare cosmological
constant in the definition of Einstein action. More importantly, however, there
is a contribution to vacuum energy from quantum fluctuations. A quantum field
can be thought of as a collection of harmonic oscillators each labelled by the
momentum in the momentum space. The sum of zero point energies associated
with each of them would be infinite. However, we expect quantum field theory to
breakdown at some energy-scale, thus cutting off higher momentum modes above
k > kmax one could estimate the energy density of the vacuum. On dimensional
grounds this is given by
ρquantum ≈ |kmax|4 (1.9)
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Generally we might expect our effective theory to be valid up to the Planck scale,
where gravity is expected to kick in. Therefore the theoretical estimate for vac-
uum energy from quantum fluctuations is of the order (1018GeV )4. But the ob-
served acceleration of the universe implies the vacuum energy density of around
(10−12GeV )4. This then is the origin of the cosmological constant problem i.e, the
observed value is 120 orders of magnitude smaller than what is expected theoret-
ically.
An attempt towards a resolution of the cosmological constant problem is to
assume that the effective description of GR breaks down at distances much larger
than our solar system and try to modify it consistently, i.e, both modifying gravity
appropriately in the long distance while replicating the successful prediction of GR
in the solar system. Modified theories of gravity are generally based on two main
ideas.
• Employ a mechanism such that the large cosmological constant is degravi-
tated, that is to say, the cosmological constant does not affect the geometry
of space-time or only negligibly so.
• Assume that an as yet unknown symmetry completely cancels the vacuum
energy, and try to effect the cosmological acceleration by modifying gravity.
Let us discuss these ideas in a little more detail. A phenomenological argument in
order to degravitate the cosmological constant was given in [6]. The fundamental
idea employed in this work is that the gravitational constant is promoted to a
high-pass filter, such that the sources that are uniform over a large-region in space-
time effectively feel a small gravitational constant. To be precise one modifies the
Einstein field equation to be 1,
M2p (1 + F (L
2∇2))Gµν = Tµν (1.10)
1Note that this is only a phenomenological equation and has not been derived from an action
principle, it is easy to see that the Bianchi identity is not satisfied here.
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where,
F (x)→ 0 for x >> 1
F (x) >> 1 for x << 1 (1.11)
Here F (L2∇2) plays the role of high-pass filter and L is a length scale above
which gravity is modified. More precisely if one expands Gµν in a complete set
of eigen-modes of the laplacian ∇2, for each mode, we could replace F (L2∇2)
with F (L2l−2), where l is a length scale and l−2 the eigenvalue. Thus any source
characterised by wave-length l << L or frequency 1
l
>> 1
L
, does not feel the effect
of the modification, in other words, they gravitate normally. But large wave-length
sources, such as the cosmological constant feel a tiny effective Newton’s constant
and are screened. Let us see how this idea plays out by considering the case where
stress-tensor is pure vacuum energy, Tµν = λgµν . For maximally symmetric spaces,
Gµν = −14gµνR, thus we get from 1.10,
M2p (1 + F (0))Gµν = λgµν (1.12)
tracing this equation we get,
R = − 4λ
M2p + F (0)M
2
p
(1.13)
Thus we see the effective suppression of the cosmological constant for sufficiently
large F (0), without much need for fine tuning.
Self-tuning is another idea similar to this, where one modifies gravity by adding
new scalar degrees of freedom, and tries to degravitate the cosmological constant.
Here a dynamical scalar field is added to the theory that generates a vacuum en-
ergy equal and opposite to the vacuum energy generated by matter fields including
whatever cosmological constant terms that may originally be present. This mech-
anism was recently resurrected with a concrete proposal by Padilla et al [119], who
started with the most general scalar-tensor theory in 4-dimensions and identified
the subset of this theory that satisfies the following constraints,
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i) The theory has a Minkowski vacuum solution for any value of net cosmological
constant.
ii) Phase transitions where the vacuum energy has an almost instantaneous jump
does not have any effect on the geometry of space-time
iii) The theory allows for non-trivial cosmology, especially, FLRW cosmology to
fit with the standard picture.
The resulting subset of the most general scalar-tensor theory was found to be given
by,
S =
∫ √−g [Ljohn + Lpaul + Lringo + Lgeorge] (1.14)
where,
Ljohn = Vjohn(φ)Gµν∇µφ∇νφ
Lpaul = Vpaul(φ)P µναβ∇µφ∇αφ∇ν∇βφ
Lgeorge = Vgeorge(φ)R
Lringo = Vringo(φ)Gˆ (1.15)
Here P µναβ = −1
4
ǫµνλσǫαβγδRλσγδ is the double dual of the Riemann tensor, when
interpreted as a two form taking value in two form with ǫµναβ the standard Levi-
Civita tensor and Gˆ = RµναβRµναβ − 4RµνRµν + R2 is the Gauss-Bonnet term.
The attempts at modifying gravity that we briefly discussed above, such that the
effective cosmological constant is reduced to zero are known to be the proposals
towards the resolution of the old cosmological constant problem. This basically
points to the era before the discovery of the accelerated expansion of the universe,
when it was generally believed that the cosmological constant is rendered zero by
an unknown dynamical mechanism, symmetry, anthropic principle etc. Now we
have an additional problem to deal with, that the cosmological constant is in fact
non-zero but tiny. There have been various proposals over the past decade, that
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assume the de-gravitation of vacuum energy, yet attempt to explain the cosmic
acceleration by some other dynamical mechanism. We would discuss theories that
yield acceleration without the need for vacuum energy in chapter 2, such as DGP
[27] and Galileon [22] field theory. Here, let us briefly address a popular mechanism
called quintessence that is proposed to yield a natural explanation for the late time
cosmic acceleration among others [15][16][17]. The main idea here is to introduce
a scalar field that mimics the properties of the cosmological constant. With the
ansatz of a homogenous and isotropic back-ground space-time, one postulates a
quintessence field that is minimally coupled to gravity, with the equation of motion
given by,
Q¨+ 3HQ˙+ V ′(Q) = 0 (1.16)
Here over dots denote time derivatives, H is the Hubble scale and V ′(Q) ≡ dV
dQ
.
The field gives right to the pressure pQ and energy density ρQ given by,
pQ =
1
2
Q˙2 − V
ρQ =
1
2
Q˙2 + V (1.17)
yielding and equation of state parameter,
ω =
pQ
ρQ
=
1
2
Q˙2 − V
1
2
Q˙2 + V
(1.18)
We see here that for slowly varying fields ω ≈ −1, mimicking that of the cosmo-
logical constant. Introducing the quintessence field would be a vain attempt that
merely shifts the fine tuning of the cosmological constant to that of fine tuning ini-
tial data for quintessence field, if not for the existence of tracker solutions. Tracker
solutions are achieved by having some special form of the potential V (Q). With
these potentials one can make the energy density ρQ to be close to the radiation
density up until the matter-radiation equality after which quintessence starts to
dominate having characteristics similar to cosmological constant. These tracker
solutions turn out to be quite insensitive to the initial data, in other words they
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have robust behaviour, emerging from a large class of initial data, thereby ame-
liorating the fine tuning problem. Despite this, fine tuning of the parameters that
define the tracker potentials are still needed. The following are two such potentials
inducing tracker behaviour,
V (Q) = M4 (exp(Mp/Q)− 1)
V (Q) =
M4+α
Qα
(1.19)
Here Mp is the Planck scale and M ,α are free parameters. For a review of cosmo-
logical constant problem see [18][19] and for a comprehensive review of the models
of modified gravity to date see [30].
The particular focus of this thesis is scalar-tensor theories that modify gravity
in the infrared, where additional light scalar degrees of freedom modify the stan-
dard GR dynamics. In chapter 2 we give an overview of some important scalar-
tensor theories, starting from Brans-Dicke model which is historically the first
such attempt. We explain how some models such as DGP and Galileon manifest
Vainshtein screening where the additional scalar modes are screened near massive
objects, making them consistent with GR. We also investigate the ghost modes
about self-accelerating backgrounds in DGP and how these are cured by having
the freedom to choose appropriate parameters in Galileon model. We conclude
chapter 2 with Ostrogradski theorem which states that theories with equation
of motion of derivative order more than two suffer from linear instabilities, and
present the most general scalar-tensor theory discovered first by Horndeski, that
evades Ostrogradski ghosts. In chapter 3 we investigate the instabilities in the
Galileon model at a non-linear level. This is done by first computing the Hamil-
tonian of Galileon field theory, and calculating the energies associated with the
two branches of solution in cubic theory sourced by a point mass. We find they
are of equal magnitude and opposite sign. In Chapter 4 we build up the neces-
sary mathematical machinery for Horndeski’s most general theory, by calculating
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the boundary terms that make the action well posed and the junction conditions
across a thin brane. This opens up the possibility to apply Euclidean path integral
methods, study tunnelling in generalised scalar-tensor theories and analyse brane
world dynamics. Chapter 5 extends the results in [108] to multiple fields and
illustrates how the covariantization procedure that yields equations of motion of
derivative order at most two. We conclude with chapter 6 which is a proof of the
most general multiple scalar field theory with field equations of derivative order
upto two.
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Chapter 2
An Outline of Scalar-Tensor
Theories of Gravity
2.1 Introduction
Einstein’s General theory of relativity(GR) is the unique interacting massless the-
ory with two spin degrees of freedom in the low energy limit (see section ??).
Thus any attempt to modify gravity in the infrared amounts to introducing new
degrees of freedom in the action or making the graviton massive. The simplest
way to achieve this is to introduce scalar fields in the action. Such theories are
commonly known as scalar-tensor theories, because of the existence of both the
metric tensor and scalar field(s) introducing spin-2 and scalar degrees of freedom.
Scalar-tensor theories are ubiquitous in the current drive towards modifying grav-
ity in the infrared, as an attempt to resolve the cosmological constant problem.
Scalar fields naturally satisfy the isotropic requirement in cosmology since they
do not pick out a direction. Furthermore most modified gravity theories reduce
to scalar-tensor models at appropriate limits, where one focuses on the dynamics
induced by extra degrees of freedom - as the departure from standard GR. We
would discuss such a limit known as the decoupling limit in more detail as it arises
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in the DGP model, in subsequent sections of this chapter. Scalar fields typically
arise in theories with extra dimensions and characterize, although not exclusively,
the position of the brane in unitary gauge, moduli-fields characterising the size
of compactified dimensions in string theory etc.. This chapter begins with the
discussion on the uniqueness of GR as a low-energy theory. We will also give
an overview of some important scalar-tensor theories in the context of modify-
ing gravity and discuss their theoretical and phenomenological properties. All of
these models are constrained by Ostrogradski theorem [110], which states that
theories with equations of motion of derivative order greater than two suffer from
pathological instabilities. We discuss this theorem in the final section and state
the most general single scalar-tensor theory in four dimensions that satisfies this
constraint.
2.2 Uniqueness of Einstein field equations
This section focuses on the uniqueness of GR as a low-energy theory of interacting
massless particles with spin-2. We discuss how gauge redundancy and equivalence
principle are necessary consequences of Lorentz invariant theories, which uniquely
determines the structure of GR action [2] [3].
2.2.1 Gauge Redundancy in massless field operators
Massless particles are labelled by their momenta and helicity which is defined
as the component of the angular momentum in the direction of motion [1]. In
the standard reference frame where the spin-1 particle’s 4-momentum is given by
kµ = {k, 0, 0, k} the associated polarisation vector is,
eµ± ≡ {0, 1,±i, 0} (2.1)
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Where ± stands for equal and opposite helicities. For a generic 3-momentum p
we define the polarisation vector as follows,
eµ±(p) = R
µ
νe
ν
± (2.2)
where Rµν is the rotation matrix that takes the z-axis to the direction of motion.
The following properties are obvious,
e0±(p) = 0 (2.3)
pµe
µ
±(p) = 0 (2.4)
We can take products of this polarisation vectors to define polarisation tensors
associated with higher integer spin particles. In particular for gravitons we have,
eµν± (p) = e
µ
±(p)e
ν
±(p) (2.5)
Now let us try to build a field operator for photons. Naturally we define it as,
Aµ(x) =
1
(2π)3/2
∑
h=±1
∫
d3p√
2p0
[
eµh(p)ah(p)e
ipx + e∗µh (p)a
†
h(p)e
−ipx
]
(2.6)
This looks like a 4-vector, however to see how this operator transforms under
lorentz group, we use the very important relation of the polarisation vector (see
[2] for the proof),
Λµνe
ν
h(p) = e
µ
h(Λp)e
iθ(Λ,p) − pµΩ(Λ,p) (2.7)
Here Λ is a Lorentz matrix. Further more the creation and annhilation operators
for massless fields transform in the same way as the one-particle states giving,
U(Λ)a†h(p)U(Λ)
−1 = eihθa†h(p) (2.8)
U(Λ)ah(p)U(Λ)
−1 = e−ihθah(p) (2.9)
Using 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, we readily find the transformation of the field operator Aµ to
be,
U(Λ)Aµ(x)U(Λ)−1 = Λ−1µνAν(Λx) + ∂µφΛ(Λ, x) (2.10)
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Here ΦΛ(x) is a Λ dependent linear combination of the creation and annhilation
operators, the exact form of which does not concern us. We see here vividly that
the field operator does not transform like a 4-vector under the Lorentz group. We
could do a similar analysis for the graviton field operator hµν . Just as before we
construct
hµν =
∑
h=±2
∫
d3p√
2p0
[
eµνh (p)a
†
h(p)e
ipx + h.c
]
(2.11)
Here h.c stands for hermitian conjugate and eµνh (p) is defined as in 2.5. Again
using 2.8 ,2.9,2.7 we find,
U(Λ)hµνU(Λ)−1 = Λ−1µρ Λ
−1ν
σ h
ρσ(Λx) + ∂µζνΛ(x) + ∂
νζµΛ(x) (2.12)
It is now plain to see that in order to construct a Lorentz invariant Lagrangian in
terms of massless field operators we need to demand that it is also invariant under
the formal replacement
Aµ(x) → Aµ + ∂µφ(x) (2.13)
hµν(x) → hµν(x) + ∂µζν(x) + ∂νζµ(x)
where φ(x), ζµ(x) are arbitrary functions. This is nothing but the gauge redun-
dancy of electro-dynamics and GR. We see here that gauge-invariance arises nat-
urally from the symmetry considerations in QFT.
2.2.2 Lorentz invariance of the S-matrix and the equiva-
lence principle
Having discussed gauge redundancy as a consequence of Lorentz invariance let us
see how charge conservation and equivalence principle emerges from the Lorentz in-
variance of the S-matrix. We give a sketch of this proof by Weinberg [2]. Consider
a scattering process where a bunch of particles of generic type take part. The
amplitude of this reaction would depend on the external momenta (pµi ) and other
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qµ
pµi
(pi + q)
µ
pµi
pµi
qµ
(pi + q)
µ
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: An arbitrary scattering process
,
discrete variables (σi) of the incoming and outgoing particles. We denote this
amplitude by,
Morig ≡Morig(pµi , σi) (2.14)
Now let us modify this scattering process slightly where a soft massless particle of
momentum qµ is also emitted. By soft we mean the limit where qµ → 0,that is to
say, we keep only the leading order terms in the expansion in powers of q. First
we take this massless particle to be a photon and focus on the part of the diagram
where the photon line is attached to an outgoing external line with momenta (pµi )
(see fig-(2.1-c)). Notice that this can only be part of a larger diagram as in fig-(2.1-
b) because of momentum conservation and the requirement to be on-shell. For
simplicity we assume that the emitting particle is a boson, it can be generalised
to particles with arbitrary spin or helicity (see [2]). Now the amplitude associated
with this vertex (fig-(2.1-c)) can in general be written as,
Mvertex =Mµ(pi)e
µ
h(q) (2.15)
Here Mµ(pi) is a 4-vector depending on the emitting particle. Since p
µ
i piµ = M
2
i ,
we can express Mµ as
Mµ = pi µf(M
2
i ) (2.16)
Here f(M2i ) is a constant that is characteristic of the emitting particle species, we
define this to be the charge associated with this particle, f(M2i ) ≡ ei. Thus we
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get,
Mvertex = eipi µe
µ
h(q) (2.17)
To compute the amplitude where a photon is emitted we need to sum over the
diagrams where the photon line is attached to both the internal and the external
lines of the all the diagrams that constitute the original amplitude Morig. Let us
consider the case where the photon line is attached to one of the external legs as
in fig-(2.1-c). In addition to the vertex factor 2.17 now we have an internal line
with momentum (pµi + q
µ), this leads to the propagator,
1
−(pi + q)2 +M2i
(2.18)
since pi is on shell we get,
1
−(pi + q)2 +M2i
= − 1
2p.q
(2.19)
The appearance of this divergent pole in the limit qµ → 0, is the key point in the
argument. It is first important to notice that in the qµ → 0 limit, the original
amplitude before the photon is emitted is unaltered. This is because the line that
connects the blob to the vertex carries the momentum (pi + q)
µ which in our
limit approaches the momentum pi as in the original process. Since none of the
kinematic variables have changed in the original amplitudeMorig, we would be able
to extract this factor in all the instances the photon line is connected to an external
leg. Now the appearance of the pole would give a significantly large contribution
to the total amplitude. This clearly would not be the case when the photon is
emitted from an internal line, since the internal lines are off-shell and would not
yield the cancellation necessary to give a divergent denominator. Therefore, in
this soft limit, only the diagrams of the type shown in fig-(2.1-b) would give the
leading order contribution and we have to sum over all such diagrams. Extracting
out the original amplitude, we get the amplitude associated with the modified
process as,
Mq→0 =Morig(pi)
N∑
i=1
[
si
eip
µ
i ehµ(q)
2pi.q
]
(2.20)
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Here si = −1(+1) for outgoing(incoming) particles. Now we make use of the
Lorentz invariance. As we saw above Lorentz invariance implies gauge redun-
dancy,i.e, under the formal replacement 2.13 states should be invariant. This
means that our S-matrix should be invariant under the following shift in the po-
larisation vector induced by the gauge redundancy.
eµh(q)→ eµh(q) + αqµ (2.21)
where α is an arbitrary complex number. In other words, replacing eµh with q
µ in
the amplitude should give zero. Making this replacement in 2.20 we get,
∑
i(incoming)
ei =
∑
j(outgoing)
ej (2.22)
We have derived charge conservation. Having seen how charge conservation emerges
naturally from Lorentz invariance, let us apply the same argument for soft gravi-
ton emission. The argument remains the same except we now have a polarisation
tensor eµνh (q) = e
µ
h(q)e
ν
h(q). The amplitude for the modified process, where, now
a gravition is emitted, is given by,
Mgravitonq→0 =Morig
N∑
i=1
[
si
κip
µ
i p
ν
i ehµν(q)
2pi.q
]
(2.23)
Just as before here κi’s are the coupling constants of the graviton and the individ-
ual particle species, which in principle can be different. Now gauge redundancy
implies vanishing amplitude under the formal replacement of the polarisation ten-
sor eµνh by q
µ. This yields the constraint,
Morig
∑
i
si κi p
µ
i = 0 (2.24)
On account of the 4-momentum conservation this additional constraint can only
be satisfied trivially, that is, the coupling constants κi have to be equal to each
other.
κi = κ ∀i (2.25)
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We have established that the conservation of charge and the universality of gravity
is a dynamical consequence of Lorentz invariance. This peculiarity of photons
and gravitons give a powerful obstruction to any arbitrary modification of these
theories using only massless spin-1 or spin-2 particles. It is possible to reconstruct
the entire non-linear GR from this starting point (see [3]). We however will take
a less demanding route and show how linear GR can be constructed from gauge
redundancy and the universality of gravitation.
2.2.3 Linearised gravitational field equations
Here we attempt to reconstruct the linearised gravitational field equations using
gauge redundancy and the universality of gravitation or equivalence principle. Let
us begin by writing down all possible combinations of the firs order derivatives of
the field tensor hµν . There are 5 possibilities listed below.
∂σhµν ∂
σhµν (2.26)
∂σhµν ∂
νhµσ (2.27)
∂νh
µν ∂σh
σ
µ (2.28)
∂νh
µν ∂µh
σ
σ (2.29)
∂µhν
ν ∂µhσ
σ (2.30)
Note that 2.27 is equivalent to 2.28 via integration by parts. So we only have 4
independent combinations. Before writing down the general form of the action we
need to add an interaction term where hµν is coupled to the stress tensor Tµν . In
principle the coupling constant can be different for different particle species but
we have already shown that Lorentz invariance forces them to be equal. So we
can combine the contribution from all the particles species to have the total stress
tensor Tµν and write the interaction term as,
−κhµνT µν (2.31)
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This term would not be Lorentz invariant in general since it transforms according
to 2.27. The only way to make it Lorentz invariant is to enforce the following
conservation equation,
∂µT
µν = 0 (2.32)
Writing down the general action and including the interaction term we get,
S =
∫
d4x
[
a ∂σhµν ∂
σhµν + b ∂νh
µν ∂σh
σ
µ + c ∂νh
µν ∂µh
σ
σ (2.33)
+d ∂µhν
ν ∂µhσ
σ − κhµνT µν
]
To resolve the arbitrary constants in the action, we find the equation of motion
to be
2ahαβ+b (∂β∂
σhασ+∂α∂
σhβσ)+c (∂α∂βh
σ
σ+ηα,β∂
µ∂νhµν)+2d ηαβh
σ
σ = −κTαβ
(2.34)
Taking the derivative ∂β we get,
(2a+ b) ∂βh
αβ + (b+ c) ∂σ∂β∂
αhβσ + (c+ 2d) ∂β∂
α∂βhσσ = κ∂βT
αβ = 0 (2.35)
We can choose a normalisation and set a = 1
2
obtaining
b = −1 c = 1 d = −1
2
(2.36)
We have recovered the correct action for linearised gravity.
2.3 Jordan-Fierz-Brans-Dicke theory
Historically, a significant attempt to modify GR is the Jordan -Fierz -Brans -Dicke
theory(Brans-Dicke theory for short). Brans and Dicke based their theory [4] pri-
marily as an attempt to incorporate Mach’s principle in a modified theory of GR.
However, more recently, this model has been extensively investigated in the con-
text of cosmic acceleration, inflation etc. Mach’s principle asserts that the only
meaningful motion is the relative motion with respect to the matter distribution
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in the universe, thus an inertial reaction experienced by a massive body is entirely
determined by the relative matter distribution. Accordingly inertial forces ap-
pearing in an accelerated laboratory have their origin in the distant matter of the
universe, since the distant matter can, in equal rights, be taken to be accelerating
with respect to the laboratory. The standard GR implements this idea only par-
tially in the form of equivalence principle. Equivalence principle is the statement
that at every space-time point there exists a free-falling frame where gravitational
effects are cancelled by inertial reaction and physical laws hold according to spe-
cial relativity. Although the gravitational field of the entire matter distribution of
the universe determines which frames are free-falling, all such frames are identical
patches of Minkowskian space-time contrary to Mach’s principle. Thus the prin-
ciple of equivalence lies in between Mach’s and Newton’s idea of space. Brans and
Dicke based their model to quantify Mach’s principle, atleast to first approxima-
tion, on the following discussion by D.W.Sciama[45]. The acceleration caused by
a massive body of mass m, at distance r is given according to Newtons formula
a = Gm
r2
. Acceleration that can be determined by a dimensional argument com-
patible with Mach’s principle is roughly, a ≈ mRc2
Mr2
. Here M is the total mass of
the causally connected patch of the universe, and R is the radius of this region.
Combining these results yields,
GM
Rc2
≈ 1 (2.37)
This approximate relation suggests that either the ratio of M/R should fixed by
the theory, or G should vary depending on the mass distribution about the point
in question. Second alternative is in direct violation of strong equivalence principle
that states all physical laws together with the numerical constants in a free-falling
laboratory are independent of space-time position. The proposed Brans-Dicke
model with a dynamical gravitaional constant is given by the action
S =
∫
d4x
√
g
{
1
16π
[
φR− ω∂aφ∂
aφ
φ
]
+ Lm[Ψ, gab]
}
(2.38)
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Here ω is a constant that measures the deviation of this theory from GR and φ(x)
is a scalar field that plays the role G−1 as the coefficient of the Ricci scalar R.
GR is the limiting case when ω →∞. The field equations for the metric and the
scalar field φ(x) are given by,
φGab + gabφ−∇a∇bφ− ω
2φ
(−gab∇cφ∇cφ+∇aφ∇bφ) = 16πT ab (2.39)
R + 2ω
(
φ
φ
− ∇aφ∇
aφ
2φ2
)
= 0 (2.40)
Spherically symmetric solutions of these field equations have been extensively
explored. We have no occasion here to be that detailed, however the present
day solar system constraints imply ω > 40, 000. This makes Brans-Dicke theory
practically indistinguishable from GR, and the general consensus is that this model
lacks any interesting deviations in view of these observational constraints.
2.4 Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati Model
Models of extra dimensions have been used to modify gravity. Most of these
models try to modify gravity in the ultraviolet. Kaluza Klein theories and Randal
Sundrum models are famous examples. The DGP model developed by Dvali,
Gabadadze and Porrati [27] is an extra-dimensional model distinct from most
others since it tries to modify gravity in the infra-red. In DGP matter fields are
confined to a 3-brane embedded in 5-dimensional bulk space-time. Only gravity is
allowed to leak into the bulk, as it is the dynamics of space-time itself. This model
attracted a lot of attention because of the ingenious mechanism to dilute gravity
at large distances. The theory behaves like 5-D gravity at large distances, yet it
achieves the standard Newtonian potential V (r) ∝ 1/r below the characteristic
cross-over scale rc, by the use of an induced curvature term on the brane action [14].
DGP model realizes two vacuum solutions on the brane, termed, normal branch
and self accelerating branch [7]. Normal branch is the standard Minkowskian
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space-time on the brane, where as self-accelerating branch is the de-Sitter space-
time. This remarkable property of DGP model to realize cosmic acceleration
without the need for dark energy or cosmological constant on the brane lends
itself as an alternative to dark-energy. However further investigations on the
perturbative stability of self-accelerating solutions have shown the existence of
ghost mode [12] [13]. We would discuss this in more detail in the following sections.
2.4.1 The Action and the vacuum solutions
In DGP model a time-like 3-brane is embedded in the 5-D bulk space-time, that
is allowed to be infinite. Matter fields are confined to the 3-brane. The action for
the DGP model is given by,
S =M35
∫
M
d5x
√−γR+
∫
∂M
d4x
√−g
[
−2M35K +
M24
2
R− σ + Lmatter
]
(2.41)
Here we have two mass scales in the theory the 5-D Planck mass M5 and the
4-D Planck mass M4 which is taken to be of the standard scale, M4 ≈ 1018GeV .
The bulk integral contains R, the 5-D Ricci scalar. The 3-brane by virtue of it’s
embedding in the bulk inherits the extrinsic curvature, K = 1
2
Lngab ,where na
denotes the unit-normal vector pointing inwards. The brane action consists of
two terms, the trace of the extrinsic curvature, K, is the gibbons-hawking term
needed for a well-posed variational principle and the intrinsic curvature term, R,
built out of the induced metric, gµν =
∂X(ξ)a
∂ξµ
∂X(ξ)b
∂ξν
γab. The intrinsic curvature
R might be generated due to the quantum corrections of the stress-tensor or the
finite width corrections of the brane [8]. Here, Xa(ξ) are the embedding functions
of the brane, and ξµ are brane coordinates. It is the induced curvature term R
that generates all of the interesting dynamics of the theory. The constant σ is the
tension of the brane. The field equations for the bulk are the standard Einstein’s
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equations for the vacuum in the absence of the cosmological constant,
Gµν = 0 (2.42)
Imposing the junction condition for a Z2 symmetric brane yields,
[
2M25 (Kab −Kgab) =M24Gab + σgab − Tab
] ∣∣∣∣
brane
(2.43)
Here Tµν = − 2√−g δδgµν
(∫
∂M
d4x
√−gLmatter
)
is the stress-tensor of the brane mat-
ter. In order to investigate the vacuum solutions we set Tµν = 0 and σ = 0. The
maximally symmetric vacuum solutions of this model were found in [7] [9] and are
given by (in conformal coordinates),
ds2 = γabdx
adxb = e2ǫHy
(
dy2 + gµνdx
µdxν
)
(2.44)
where,
H =
M35
M24
[
ǫ+
√
1 +
σM24
6M35
]
, ǫ = ±1 (2.45)
and the metric seen by the brane observer, situated at y = 0 is de Sitter, given in
Poincare coordinates as,
gµν = −dt2 + e2ǫHtdx2 (2.46)
The two solutions corresponding to the different signs of ǫ are termed, normal
branch (ǫ = −1) and the self-accelerating branch (ǫ = +1). It is clear that the
self-accelerating branch retains the de-Sitter metric with curvature H =
2M35
M24
= 1
rc
,
even in the absence of a cosmological constant term. Here the length scale rc also
turns out to be the cross-over scale between the 5D and 4D ramifications of the
model as we would see later. Despite being phenomenologically favourable, the
self-accelerating branch suffers from disastrous physical instabilities/ghosts [12]
[13]. We will explore this in more detail in subsequent sections.
2.4.2 The cross-over from 4D to 5D
Now we will see how DGP model, despite being a 5-D theory, realizes 4-D New-
tonian potential on the brane below the cross-over scale rc. Newtonian potential
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results in the weak-field and non-relativistic limit of the theory. Weak field cor-
responds to the metric perturbations around flat background, γab = ηab + hab. At
linear order the general coordinate transformations (GCT) or gauge redundancies
reduce to,
xa → xa + ζa (2.47)
this induces the following transformation of the metric,
γab → γab +∇(aζb) (2.48)
As both of these metrics represent the same physical space-time, we can use this
relationship to choose a convenient gauge. By solving the equation
∂b∂aζa = −∂bγab + 1
2
∂aγ (2.49)
for ζa, we can choose the harmonic gauge that satisfies,
∂bγab − 1
2
∂aγ = 0 (2.50)
In this gauge the bulk equations of motion simplify to
[
∂2y + ∂a∂
a
]
hab = 0 (2.51)
This is easily solved by taking Fourier transforms with respect to the brane coor-
dinates, h˜ab(p
µ, y) := 1
(2π)2
∫
d4xeipµxµhab(x
µ, y), giving
h˜ab(p
µ, y) = e−pyh˜ab(pµ, 0) (2.52)
We have a further gauge redundancy xa → xa + ζ ′a, where (∂2y + ∂2)ζ ′a = 0. This
can be used to place the position of the brane at y = 0 and set hµy = 0. Reading
off the relevant components of the equation 2.51 we get
hyy = η
µνhµν = h (2.53)
∂µhµν = ∂νh
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Now perturbing the junction conditions 2.43 to linear order,
2M35 δ(Kµν −Kgµν) =M24 δGµν − Tµν (2.54)
yields,
h˜µν(p
µ, 0) =
2
M24p
2 + 2M35p
[
T˜µν − 1
3
T˜ ηµν
]
(2.55)
Let us study the Newtonian potential induced by localized sources in the non-
relativistic limit. At classical level and linear order the interaction term in the
Hamiltonian of DGP model is given by,
Hint =
∫
d3x [Tµν(t,x)h
µν(t,x)] (2.56)
We take a localized non-relativistic source with two lumps at x1,x2.
Tµν = T
1
µν + T
2
µν where, (2.57)
T 1µν = m1δ
3(x− x1)δ0µδ0ν T 2µν = m2δ3(x− x2)δ0µδ0ν
Plugging this expression in 2.56, and keeping only the interaction terms between
T 1µν and T
2
µν we get,
Hint ⊃ V (x1 − x2) = m1m2
∫
d3p
[
eip.(x1−x2)
M24p
2 +M35p
]
(2.58)
It can be shown that this potential scales like V (r) ∝ 1/r for r << rc = M
2
4
2M35
and
V (r) ∝ 1/r2 for r >> rc. Here r = |x1 − x2|. Thus it is clear that the model
exhibits a transitionary behaviour from 4D gravity to 5D gravity at the cross over
scale rc. However this is true only in the Newtonian approximation. To see if the
short distance limit of DGP model is consistent with GR, we should also consider
the amplitude for interaction between two relativistic sources Tµν , T
′
µν given by
A = hµνT µν . The Fourier image of this amplitude for GR and DGP at short
distance is given by,
A˜GR = 2
M2pp
2
[
T˜µνT˜
′µν − 1
2
T˜ (p)T˜ ′(−p)
]
(2.59)
A˜DGP = 2
M2pp
2
[
T˜µνT˜
′µν − 1
3
T˜ (p)T˜ ′(−p)
]
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For non-relativistic sources T ′µνT
µν = TT ′ and to agree with GR we demand,
M24 =
4
3
M2p . If however, we consider photons for example, the trace of the stress-
tensor vanishes identically and the two amplitudes differ by a factor of 3
4
. This
implies that light bending around a massive body differs by a factor 3
4
from GR.
A similar discontinuity arises in massive gravity [10, 11], where in, the limit of
the vanishing mass for graviton does not lead to GR. This effect is known as the
vDVZ discontinuity. An argument proposed by Vainshtein[20] suggests that the
linearised analysis breaks down at the so called Vainshtein radius which can be
larger than the Schwarzchild radius and the discontinuity appearing in the linear
analysis may be salvaged. We will discuss a version of this mechanism applicable
to DGP and Galileon gravity in coming sections.
2.4.3 The decoupling limit and the π-Lagrangian
The boundary effective action for the DGP model was computed in [43]. This was
done by integrating out the bulk degrees of freedom and imposing a boundary
condition at the brane. Namely
eiΓ[Φ] =
∫
Φ|∂M
d[Φ]eiSM+iS∂M (2.60)
Here, Φ collectively denotes the dynamical fields living in the bulk space-time. We
present here only the main results of the calculation. By fixing the brane at y=0,
and expressing the bulk integrand in terms of a 4+1 ADM split we get,
Sbulk = 2M
3
5
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
0
dy
√−gN [R(g)−KµνKµν +K2]] (2.61)
Here N = 1
γyy
, Nµ = γyµ, gµν = γµν are lapse, shift, and the induced metric on the
brane resp. The extrinsic curvature tensor is given by,
Kµν =
1
2N
(∂ygµν −∇µNν −∇νNµ) (2.62)
By expanding the metric γab and other geometric quantities around the flat back-
ground, γab = ηab + hab and integrating out the bulk fields, one obtains the final
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result.
Γ
[
hˆµν , Nˆµ, πˆ
]
=
∫
d4x
1
2
hˆµν
(
∂2 −
√−∂2
rc
)
hˆµν − 1
4
hˆ
(
∂2 −
√−∂2
rc
)
hˆ(2.63)
−1
2
Nˆµ
(√
−∂2 + 1
rc
)
Nˆµ +
1
2
πˆ
(
∂2 −
√−∂2
rc
)
πˆ
+
1
M4
hˆµνT
µν +
1√
6M4
πˆT + Γint
[
hˆµν , Nˆµ, πˆ
]
In arriving at this result the following field redefinitions were performed in order
to extract the scalar mode and to diagonalize the kinetic term,
hµν = h˜µν + πηµν , Nµ = N˜µ + rc∂µπ, hyy = −2rc
(√
−∂2 + 1
rc
)
π(2.64)
Further, the fields were canonically normalized using,
hˆµν =
M4
2
h˜µν , Nˆµ =
M4√
2rc
N˜µ, πˆ =
√
3
2
M4π (2.65)
Higher order terms in the bulk will induce boundary interaction terms that take
the following schematic form,∫
d4xM35
√
−∂2(hµν)a(Nµ)b(hyy)c (2.66)
where a+ b+ c ≥ 3. The leading order term giving the highest amplitude in low
energy scattering processes is given by,
Γint = − 1
3
√
6Λ3
∫
d4x(∂µπˆ∂µπˆ)∂
2πˆ + sub-leading terms (2.67)
The coefficient of this term suggests that the scalar sector of the theory becomes
strongly interacting, in the quantum sense, well before other modes kick in. The
scale of this interaction is determined by Λ ≡
(
M4
r2c
)1/3
)
, which, for M4 ≈Mpl and
rc ≈ 1/H is roughly,
Λ ≈ 10−13eV ≈ 1/1000km (2.68)
Given this strong coupling scale in DGP, it is instructive to isolate it’s dynamics
taking appropriate limits such that other degrees of freedom decouple. A formal
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mechanism called the decoupling limit to do just this was suggested in [21]. The
decoupling limit is defined as follows,
M4, rc, Tµν →∞ keeping Λ, Tµν
M4
= constant (2.69)
The limiting action is given by
Γ ≈
∫
d4x [LGR + Lπ] (2.70)
and valid in the region 1
M4
<< r << rc where
LGR = Linearised Einstein action (2.71)
Lπ = 1
16πG
{
1
2
[
3π∂2π − r2c (∂π)2∂2π
]}
+
1
2
πT (2.72)
The leading modification or departure from GR in the DGP model is captured
succinctly by the decoupling limit. However this limit is only valid when the
interactions involving metric perturbations can be neglected i.e, h˜µν << 1. We
would now show how decoupling limit facilitates the study of some important
phenomenology of the DGP model, such as stability and Vainshtein screening.
2.4.4 Ghosts on the self-accelerating branch
In order to investigate the perturbative stability of the self-accelerating solution,
we first write the de-Sitter metric as a small deviation about flat space-time. The
suitable gauge to do this is the Newtonian gauge where the line element for de-
Sitter space with curvature scale H2 seen by an observer at origin and in the region
where |xµ| << H−1 becomes,
ds2 =
[
1− 1
2
H2xµx
µ
] (−dt2 + dx2) (2.73)
In the decoupling limit the tensor mode satisfies linearised Einstein equations
which in the absence of sources has the solution, h˜µν = 0. However the physical
metric according to eq 2.64 is given by,
hµν = h˜µν + πηµν (2.74)
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Thus according to (2.73) we would have a self-accelerating solution if,
π = −1
2
H2xµx
µ (2.75)
Now, the action for the fluctuations of the scalar mode in the decoupling limit
around a classical solution πcl can be shown to be,
Lψ = M
2
4
4
[−Zµν(x)∂µψ∂νψ − r2c (∂ψ)2∂2ψ] (2.76)
Here,
Zµν(x) = 3ηµν − 2r2c (∂µ∂ν − ηµν)πcl (2.77)
Plugging in the de-Sitter solution (2.75) in (2.77) we get,
Zµν = −6r2cH2ηµν (2.78)
This immediately suggests that the kinetic term in (2.76) has the wrong sign
signalling ghost mode.
2.4.5 The Vainshtein Screening
We mentioned in section 2.4.2 that the DGP model has an apparent discontinuity
termed vDVZ discontinuity which might be redeemed due to the breakdown of
linear analysis below certain length scale. Here we would study such a mechanism
called Vainshtein screening in which the scalar mode is screened at short distances
making the DGP model consistent with GR. For simplicity we take a massive non-
relativistic source with spherical symmetry represented by the stress-tensor,
Tµν = Diag[ρ(r), 0, 0, 0] (2.79)
The classical solution in the decoupling limit consists of both the tensor mode hclµν
and the scalar mode πcl. If we are to make contact with GR, the contribution
from the scalar mode that is responsible for any modification should be negligi-
ble compared to the tensor mode governed by linearised Einstein field equations.
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Thus,
|hclµν | >> |πcl| (2.80)
For the spherically symmetric source we have the standard Newtonian potential
for the tensor mode thus,
|hclµν | ≈ rs/r (2.81)
where rs = 2G4M is the Schwarzchild radius, G4 is the Newtons constant and M
is the total mass of the spherical body. The field equations for the scalar becomes,
d
dr
πcl +
(
2r2c
3r
)
d2
dr2
πcl − rs
3r2
= 0 (2.82)
neglecting the non-linear term at large distances the linear solution is given by,
πcllinear = −
rs
3r
(2.83)
Comparing this to (2.81) we see, there is an O(1) modification to GR from the
scalar mode. It follows that the only possibility for the scalar to be screened away
is when the above linear approximation breaks down. There is no apriori reason to
suspect that the non-linear terms would rectify this problem, but remarkably this
is precisely what happens in the non-linear or short-distance regime. The Vain-
shetein radius(rv) is defined to be the scale at which non-linear term is comparable
to linear term thus, ∣∣∣∣ ddrπcl
∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣∣r
2
c
r2v
(
d
dr
πcl
)2∣∣∣∣∣ (2.84)
giving
rv ≈
(
rsr
2
c
) 1
3 (2.85)
For r << rv we could neglect the linear term and the solution becomes,
πclnon−linear =
√
2rsr
rc
(2.86)
Taking the ratio between the tensor and the scalar amplitude,
|πclnon−linear|
|h˜µν |
≈
(
r
rv
) 3
2
(2.87)
we see that the scalar in fact gets screened for rv →∞.
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2.5 Galileon field theory
The Galileon field theory was proposed by Nicolis et al [22] as a scalar-tensor
theory with derviative self-interactions. It was originally motivated by focusing
on the effective field theory on the brane of the DGP model or more precisely the
decoupling limit. As we have seen in section 2.4, most of the DGP phenomenology
at distances shorter than the curvature scale and in the weak field limit is captured
by the π − lagrangian where a scalar field is coupled to 4D linearised GR. The
π − lagrangian 2.72, has the following important properties
i) It is invariant under the transformation π → π + aµxµ + b up to a total
derivative.
ii) Even though the action contains second order derivative the field equations
are only up to derivative order two.
iii) The scalar field is universally coupled to matter via πT or equivalently in the
Jordan frame it is kinetically mixed with the metric.
One may take these constraints as the logical starting point of the Galileon field
theory, and define the Galileon Lagrangian to include all possible terms that satisfy
these properties. Naturally this would be a generalisation of the DGP 4D effective
theory.
2.5.1 The Set-Up
Let us again recall the decoupling limt of DGP efective boudndary action, where
the deviations from GR is due to the scalar degree of freedom π. A generic
modification of this type can be achieved by replacing the curvature term in the
Einstein action R→ (1− 2π)R at quadratic order. We can formally remove this
mixing of the metric and the scalar field by performing a Weyl transformation,
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such that,
g˜µν = (1− 2π)gµν (2.88)
which at linear order becomes,
h˜µν = hµν − 2πηµν (2.89)
where gµν = ηµν + hµν , g˜µν = ηµν + h˜µν . The resulting action after the Weyl
transformation is known as the Einstein frame action, where in, the kinetic term
for the tensor mode h˜µν is given by the standard Einstein-Hilbert term.
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
16πG
1
4
[
∂2
(
h˜µν − 1
2
h˜ηµν
)
+ . . .
]
+
1
2
h˜µνT
µν + Lgal +
1
2
πT
]
(2.90)
Notice that removing the kinetic mixing via Weyl rescaling has introduced a uni-
versal coupling of the π field to matter. Here Lgal denotes the so far undetermined
Lagrangian of the scalar field.
2.5.2 The Structure of Lgal
Now we would like to resolve the structure of Lgal, that satisfies conditions i, ii.
The most general scalar field theory that yields equations of motion of derivative
order up to two in D space-time dimensions was found in [108] and given by,
S =
∫
ddx
D∑
m=0
Lm (2.91)
where
Lm = fm(π,X)∂a1∂
[a1π . . . ∂am∂
am]π (2.92)
Here indices ai denote space-time coordinates,X =
1
2
∂aπ∂
aπ, and anti-symmetrisation
does not include the usual factor of 1/m!. Note that this convention for anti-
symmetrisation would be used throughout this thesis. Further, fm(π,X) is
an arbitrary function. In order for this action to describe Galileon fields each term
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in the summation should also be invariant under the symmetry π → π+Aaxa+ b.
For infinitesimal Aa, b this induces the following transformation in Lm.
Lm → Lm + ∂fm
∂π
∂aJ
a + (2A.π)
∂fm
∂X
∂bJ
′b (2.93)
Where
Ja = (b+ A.x) ∂[aπ∂b1∂b1π . . . ∂
bm−1]∂bm−1π + A
[a∂b1∂b1π . . . ∂
bm−1]∂bm−1(2.94)
J ′a = ∂[aπ∂b1∂b1π . . . ∂
bm−1]∂bm−1π
We see that the induced variation in Lm can be a total derivative if and only,
∂fm
∂π
= constant (2.95)
∂fm
∂X
= 0
Thus the Galileon Lagrangian respecting conditions (i), (ii) is given by,
LGal =
D∑
m=0
LGalm (2.96)
where,
LGalm = cmπ∂a1∂
[a1π . . . ∂am∂
am]π (2.97)
Here cm’s are constant parameters of the theory. Now the equation of motion for
π becomes
m=D∑
m=0
cm
[
∂a1∂
[a1π . . . ∂am∂
am]π
]
+
1
2
T = 0 (2.98)
2.5.3 Galileon Cosmology in the weak-field limit
Having defined the Galileon field theory we seek to study the weak field cosmology
supported by the model. A FLRW space-time can be approximated locally as a
perturbation around Minkowski space. Here local denotes the region around the
origin (x = 0, t = 0 ) such that |x| << H−1, t << H. H is the Hubble scale. In
this regime the line element becomes,
ds2 ≈
[
1− 1
2
H2|x2|+ 1
2
(2H˙ +H2)t2
]
(−dt2 + dx2), (2.99)
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Any perturbation around Minkowski space-time can be written in terms of the
Newtonian potentials φ, ψ
ds2 = −(1 + 2ψ)dt2 + (1− 2φ)dx2 (2.100)
We read off the corresponding potentials from this expression
ψ = −1
4
H2|x2|+ 1
4
(2H˙ +H2)t2, φ = −ψ (2.101)
In order to study the Galileon scalar field solution that gives rise to the FLRW
space-time 2.99 we recall,
i) The tensor mode h˜µν has been decoupled from the scalar mode by Weyl rescal-
ing 2.88. The tensor mode is governed by the linearised Einstein equations
and the scalar mode by it’s own separate dynamics. This is an approximation
valid when the back-reaction of the scalar on to the geometry is negligible.
For the weak-field cosmology that we are considering this is a reasonable
assumption.
ii) The true physical metric hµν is given by undoing Weyl rescaling which at
linear order gives, hµν = h˜µν + 2πηµν .
Thus for a given stress-tensor Tµν , h˜µν satisfies the linearised GR equations with
the corresponding Newtonian potentials φGR, ψGR. The scalar field is also sourced
by matter via the coupling πT and satisfies Galileon equation of motion. We have
for FLRW space-time,
h˜µν = 2ψGRηµν , (2.102)
and the physical solution is,
hµν = 2ψηµν (2.103)
Using hµν = h˜µν + 2πηµν we get,
π = ψ − ψGR (2.104)
We see here vividly how the scalar mode causes the deviation from GR.
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2.5.4 The Self-accelerating solution
We saw in section 2.4.1 that DGP model has a phenomenologically appealing,
self-accelerating (deSitter) solution even in the absence of sources and cosmo-
logical constant. Indeed one expects the same in Galileon field theory as it is
a generalisation of DGP effective theory. However the freedom to choose the
coupling-constants and the existence of terms greater than cubic order enlarges
its parameter space. As we will explore in more detail, this enables one to find a
ghost-free self-accelerating solution with appropriate choice of the parameters. In
the absence of sources, the linearised GR has only the Minkowski space-time as
the solution, which corresponds to h˜µν = 0 and ψGR = φGR = 0. Furthermore,
the de-sitter metric has ψ = 1
4
H2xµx
µ. Plugging this into 2.104 we have
πdS = −1
4
H2xµx
µ (2.105)
We still need to check if πdS is a solution of the Galileon equations of motion. We
switch off the tadpole term in 2.98 (c0 = 0) in order to have Minkowski space-time
as a vacuum solution (π = 0, h˜µν = 0). Plugging in πdS in 2.98 we get
−2c1H2 + 3c2H4 − 3c3H6 + 3
2
c4H
8 = 0 (2.106)
Existence of non-trivial solutions is guaranteed since for a given H 6= 0 there exist
suitable parameters ci satisfying 2.106.
Stability of self-accelerating solution
Now we proceed to investigate the perturbative stability of fluctuations about
the deSitter solution πdS → πdS + ξ. The effective action of the fluctuation is
constrained by the Galileon symmetry, which is of the same structure as the un-
derlying theory [22].
Lξ =
m=4∑
m=0
dmLm(ξ, ∂ξ, ∂∂ξ) (2.107)
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Here dm’s depend on the background solution and the underlying parameters ci
given by,
dm =Mmncn (2.108)
where
Mmn =


1 −3H2 9
2
H4 −3H6
0 1 −3H2 3H4
0 0 1 −2H2
0 0 0 1


(2.109)
It can be shown that one can choose the parameters such that the coefficient of
kinetic term d1 > 0 thus avoiding ghosts. We can easily see from 2.78 that the
corresponding constant for the DGP decoupling limit theory is given by −6r2cH2
where rc is the cross-over scale in DGP.
Vainshtein screening
Having shown that Galileons pass the zero’th order test of having ghost free self-
accelerating solution, we ask if it realizes self-screening in the solar-system scales
yielding the predictions of GR. This works precisely in the same manner as in
DGP model. We now study the spherically symmetric solution of Galileon with
de-Sitter asymptotics. We can forget about the underlying action with parameters
cm and just focus on the effective action for the perturbations around de-sitter
solution given by 2.107. The analysis proceeds in the same line as for DGP. For
the spherically symmetric configuration ξ = ξ(r), and the equations of motion
simplifies to
d1
(
ξ′
r
)
+ 2d2
(
ξ′
r
)2
+ 2d3
(
ξ′
r
)3
=
M
4πr3
(2.110)
For large distances the linear term dominates with the solution given by
ξlin(r) = − M
4πd1r
(2.111)
Thus giving an O(1) modification to GR. However at shorter distances non-linear
terms dominate this happens when either one of the non-linear terms become
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comparable to the linear solution i.e,∣∣∣∣d1
(
ξ′lin
rv1
)∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣∣2d2
(
ξ′
rv1
)2∣∣∣∣∣ =⇒ rv1 =
(
d3M
d22
) 1
3
(2.112)
or ∣∣∣∣d1
(
ξ′lin
rv2
)∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣∣2d3
(
ξ′
rv2
)3∣∣∣∣∣ =⇒ rv2 =
(
d3M
2
d31
) 1
6
(2.113)
Thus the Vainshetein radius is given by,
rv = max (rv1 , rv2) (2.114)
The profile of the Galileon field scales according to which term dominates,
ξnon−lin(r) ≈


(
M
d2
) 1
2 √
r for r << rv = rv1(
M
d3
) 1
3
r for r << rv = rv2

 (2.115)
It is clearly seen that the correction to the GR solution due to the scalar field
is screened for rv → ∞. As anticipated the Galileon theory is more robust than
the DGP model, for it realises the phenomenologically interesting features of the
DGP and also over-comes some of its inconsistencies. The perturbatively stable
self-accelerating solution with Vainshtein screening is one such feature. Despite
the many interesting features of the Galileon field theory, it is still far from being
conclusive for the following reasons.
i) The quantum fluctuations are scale dependent so is the classical background
solution. This means there exists a critical radius below which quantum
corrections invalidate the classical theory.
ii) Radial fluctuations at large distance from the source can propagate super-
luminally . However it has been recently shown that even though Galileon
possess superluminal excitations closed time-like curves do not form within
the acceptable energy scale of the theory [24].
iii) As an effective field theory Galileons cannot be the low-energy limit of any
fundamental local quantum field theory. Thus the existence of Galileon field
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theory implies the existence of a fundamental field theory that violates locality
[25].
iv) Although Vainshetein mechanism has been investigated for simple systems,
it has not been proven in complete generality. Particularly, problems arise
when one considers extended objects where the concept of Vainshtein radius
is ambiguous [82]. One could raise the question whether the Vainshetein
radius of the object is the same as that of a point object with the same mass
situated at its center of mass. This is known as the elephant problem.
Multi-Galileons
The generalisation of the Galileon field theory to multiple fields [121][122] and
arbitrary p-forms [47] has been developed. The action for multi-Galileons with N
scalar fields respecting the symmetry πi → πi + Abxb + c is given by
S =
∫
dDx
D+1∑
m=1
Lmulti−galm (2.116)
where,
Lm = α
i1...imπi1∂a1∂
[a1πi2 . . . ∂am−1∂
am−1]πim (2.117)
Here the internal indices ir run from 1 − N and the space-time indices ar run
from 0− (D− 1). Each term in the lagrangian is invariant under the exchange of
down-stair indices ir, therefore the coefficient α
i1...im can be taken to be completely
symmetric without loss of generality. The number of free parameters in this theory
is given by,
D+1∑
m=1
(
N +m− 1
m
)
(2.118)
Presence of large number of free parameters substantially enlarges the parameter
space of the model and also the possibility to find regions in the parameter space
where inconsistencies such as superluminality, quantum strong coupling etc.. can
be overcome. This atleast was the motivation for the bi-Galileon model where
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N=2 (see [30] [121]). However very recently it has been shown that superluminal
modes are present regardless of the number of fields present in the theory [44].
Covariant Galileon
Let us now discuss how we can extend the Galileon theory beyond the weak-field
limit i.e take account of arbitrary backgrounds. We saw how Galileon theory
was set up as a scalar-tensor theory such that the scalar field was coupled to the
curvature term R where standard GR is reproduced in the limit π → 0. This was
done by taking R→ (1− 2π)R in the action where R was truncated at quadratic
order. For a fully covariant theory we can make the following generalisations
i) Use the full non-linear curvature term R in the action.
ii) Choose a non-linear function (f(π)) instead of (1−2π) such that f(π)→ 1−2π
when π → 0. There is no unique choice, however, a natural choice would be
e2π.
iii) Promote derivatives to covariant derivatives ∂a → ∇a
Let us start with the following action,
S =
∫
dDx
√−g
[
1
16πG
e−2πR + Lgal + Lmatter
]
(2.119)
Performing Weyl rescaling g → gˆ = e−2πg we get
S ′ =
∫
dDx
√
−gˆ
[
Rˆ + L′gal + L
′
matter
]
(2.120)
Now to make contact with Galileon theory in the limit gˆab → ηab, the minimal pro-
cedure would be to promote the derivatives in the flat-space Galileon Lagrangian
to covariant derivatives. However, this yields equation of motion with derivative
order more than two. It has been shown that to remove these higher order terms
some non-minimal coupling to π has to be introduced [112]. We would study this
procedure for more general multi-Galileons and generalised multi-scalar theories
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in greater detail in chapter 5. For now we just present the results obtained in
[112].
L′gal =
∑
m
cmL
cov
m (2.121)
where,
Lcov2 = −
1
2
(∇π)2 (2.122)
Lcov3 = −
1
2
π(∇π)2 (2.123)
Lcov4 = −
1
2
[
(π)2 −∇µ∇νπ∇µ∇νπ − 1
4
R(∇π)2
]
(∇π)2 (2.124)
Lcov5 = −
1
2
[
(π)3 − 3(π)(∇µ∇νπ∇µ∇νπ) + 2∇α∇βπ∇β∇µπ∇µ∇απ(2.125)
−6Gµν∇µπ∇ν∇απ∇απ] (∇π)2 (2.126)
2.6 Ostrogradski’s theorem
A recurrent feature of all the scalar-tensor theories we discussed so far is that
their equation of motion is of derivative order at most two. This is not a mere
coincidence but tantamount to a deep fact about physically viable theories known
as Ostrogradsky theorem [110]. Ostrogradsky theorem states that any physical
system with equations of motion having derivative order greater than two suffer
from the linear instability, provided that the system is non-degenerate. Here non-
degeneracy means that the highest derivative term cannot be written as a function
of canonical coordinates or does not have additional constraints that effectively
reduce the dimension of phase space. Higher derivative theories are drastically
different from lower derivative theories, this is so even when higher derivatives
enter as small corrections. There is a discontinuity when the small coefficient
is taken to zero i.e, the limiting theory is not the original lower derivative one.
To demonstrate this let us study a simple system where a harmonic oscillator is
modified by a small acceleration term. We take the action
S =
∫
dt
[
1
2
(
1 + ǫ2ω2
)
q˙2 − 1
2
ω2q2 − 1
2
ǫ2q¨2
]
(2.127)
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The equation of motion is
ǫ2q(4) +
(
1 + ǫ2ω2
)
q(2) + ω2q = 0 (2.128)
Here q(n) = d
nq(t)
dtn
. As the equation of motion is fourth order in time derivative,
a unique solution requires four pieces of initial data thus the dimension of the
phase space is four. We define the canonical coordinates and their corresponding
momenta (Qi,Πi) as
Q1 = q, Π1 :=
∂L
∂q˙
− d
dt
(
∂L
∂q¨
)
= (1 + ǫ2ω2)q˙ + ǫ2q¨ (2.129)
Q2 = q˙, Π2 :=
∂L
∂q¨
= −ǫ2...q (2.130)
The Hamiltonian is given by the Legendre transformation
H =
2∑
i=1
ΠiQ˙i − L (2.131)
giving,
H =
1
2
[
2Π1Q1 − ǫ−2P 22 −
(
1 + ǫ2ω2
)
Q22 + ω
2Q21
]
(2.132)
Furthermore it can be checked easily that this choice of the Hamiltonian generates
the correct time evolution consistent with the equation of motion via,
Q˙i = [H,Qi]P.B (2.133)
P˙i = [H,Pi]P.B
Here []P.B stands for Poisson bracket. Of course H˙ = [H,H]P.B = 0. Thus we
can conclude that our choices of canonical coordinates and momenta are consis-
tent and the Hamiltonian evaluated on any solution of the system can rightly be
interpreted as the energy. Notice that two features are immediately evident from
the inspection of this Hamiltonian.
i) The limit ǫ → 0 does not exist which means that however small the higher-
derivative correction is, the resulting theory is distinctly different. This is
owing to the fact that the dimension of phase space of this theory is double
that of the simple harmonic oscillator.
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ii) The linear term Π1Q2 makes the Hamiltonian unbounded from below. By
entropic arguments, Π1 would get arbitrarily negative,that is to say, there is
a huge volume of phase space the degrees of freedom can populate to make
Π1 and consequently the Hamiltonian arbitrarily negative.
We can see this explicitly for our example by calculating the energy for a general
solution qcl(t) given by
qcl(t) = A+ cos(ωt+ θ+) + A− cos(ǫ−1t+ θ−) (2.134)
Substituting this in 2.132 we get
E =
1
2
(
1− ǫ2ω2) (ω2A2+ − ǫ−2A2−) (2.135)
which is manifestly unbounded. This indefiniteness of the Hamiltonian is not
particularly a problem although it means there is no ground state with lowest en-
ergy when quantized. However when this system is interacting with other degrees
of freedom, the negative energy modes would get arbitrarily negative while, by
conservation of energy, pushing the interacting degrees of freedom to arbitrarily
high energies. This would cause a catastrophic instability in the classical system
- termed linear instability. In the quantum realm such a system would lead to
the pair production of ghost and non-ghost particles at a divergent rate (see[40]).
It is easy to generalize this result for a generic theory of arbitrary derivative or-
der, which we shall now proceed to do. Let us consider a one-dimensional system
defined by the Lagrangian that contains up to N derivatives in the dynamical
variable q(t)
LN = LN
(
q, q˙, . . . q(N)
)
(2.136)
The Euler-Lagrange equation of motion is given by
N∑
i=0
(
− d
dt
)i
∂LN
∂q(i)
= 0 (2.137)
if LN dependes non-linearly on q
(N), the equation of motion is of derivative order
2N. Therefore to uniquely specify the trajectory of motion one needs to specify
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2N initial data at t = 0 namely, {q(0), ˙q(0) . . . q(0)(N−1)}. This means that the
dimension of the phase space is 2N . Hence we define the generalised coordinates
and their momenta according to Ostrogradski’s prescription giving,
Qj := q
(j−1), Πj :=
N−1∑
k=j
−
(
d
dt
)k−j
∂LN
∂q(k)
(2.138)
Non-linearity of q(N) in LN implies that it is also non-degenerate meaning q
(N) can
be written in terms of a function depending on Qi’s and ΠN , q
(N) = F (Qi,ΠN).
Given this condition the Hamiltonian for arbitrary N is the Legendre transform
giving,
H :=
N∑
i=1
Πiq
(i) − LN (2.139)
= Π1Q2 +Π2Q3 + · · ·+ΠNF (Qi,ΠN)− L(Q1 . . . QN , F )
It is easy to check that this choice of the Hamiltonian leads to time evolution
and it is the conserved Noether charge with respect to time translation invariance
(if it exists), thus we can identify this with the energy of the system. Again we
notice just like in the example that the first N-1 canonical momenta enter the
Hamiltonian linearly giving rise to linear instability in the system.
The most general scalar-tensor theory in 4 dimensions
The most general scalar-tensor theory in 4D, that is free of Ostrogradsky instabil-
ity was written down by Horndeski [107] in 1971, and was rediscovered by Deffayet
et al in 2011 [108]. It is remarkable that the most general theory in arbitrary back-
ground proven by Horndeski in 4D coincides with the covariantization of the most
general scalar field theory in Minkowski space. Deffayet et al showed computed
the covariantization such that the resulting theory does not suffer from Ostrograd-
ski instability i.e the equation of motion is of derivative order at most two in both
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the metric and the scalar field. In 4D this takes the following form,
SHorn =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
K(φ,X)−G3(φ,X)φ+G4(φ,X)R +G4(φ,X)X∇[µ∇µφ∇ν]∇νφ
+G5(φ,X)Gµν∇µ∇νφ− 1
6
G(φ,X)X∇[µ∇µφ∇ν∇νφ∇σ]∇σφ
]
(2.140)
Horndeski’s action was written in some what different but equivalent representa-
tion given below,
LH = δαβγµνσ
[
κ1∇µ∇αφR νσβγ +
2
3
κ1X∇µ∇αφ∇ν∇βφ∇σ∇γφ+ κ3∇αφ∇µφR νσβγ
+2κ3X∇αφ∇µφ∇ν∇βφ∇σ∇γφ
]
+ δαβµν
[
(F + 2W )R µναβ + 2FX∇µ∇αφ∇ν∇βφ
+2κ8∇αφ∇µφ∇ν∇βφ
]− 6 (Fφ + 2Wφ −Xκ8)φ+ κ9, (2.141)
where δα1α2...αnµ1µ2...µn = δ
[α1
µ1 δ
α2
µ2
...δ
αn]
µn , and κ1, κ3, κ8, κ9 and F = F (φ,X) are arbi-
trary functions of φ and X. W = W (φ) depends only on φ. Further FX =
2(κ3 + 2Xκ3X − κ1φ). As we can absorb W into F via the redefinition of F, the
Lagrangian effectively contains only four arbitrary functions of φ,X as expected.
The equivalence of the two forms of this theory can be shown by the mapping
K = κ9 + 4X
∫ X
dX ′ (κ8φ − 2κ3φφ) , (2.142)
G3 = 6Fφ − 2Xκ8 − 8Xκ3φ + 2
∫ X
dX ′(κ8 − 2κ3φ), (2.143)
G4 = 2F − 4Xκ3, (2.144)
G5 = −4κ1, (2.145)
where F was redefined to be F + 2W → F . Recently there has been a flurry of
interest in this most general scalar-tensor theory in the context of cosmology and
modified gravity, ranging from applications to inflation [109, 113], a discussion
of the Vainshtein mechanism [114], and the derivation of boundary terms and
junction conditions [115]. Utilising this generalised framework Kobayashi et al
[109] parametrised the most general single field inflation model, termed G-inflation.
As we discussed in chapter 1, the fab-4 is also a subset of this most general frame
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work obeying the self-tuning constraints [119]. Furthermore Horndeski’s theory
provides a general framework to most of the higher derivative theories such as
Galileons. These theories have a number of important applications ranging from
consistent violations of the null energy condition [86], to soliton stabilisation [123].
When coupled to gravity, such theories can exhibit self acceleration [111, 121], self
tuning [121], and Vainshtein screening [126, 111, 121, 82, 90]. These properties
are inherited, of course, by Horndeski’s generalisation, but Horndeski’s theory can
offer even more. It also includes chameleons [88], quintessence and k-essence [116],
as well as accomodating Higgs inflation [113].
2.7 Summary
In this chapter we studied some important scalar-tensor theories starting with
the first attempt to modify gravity - Brans-Dicke theory. Any attempt to modify
gravity has the necessity to comply with GR in solar system scales. This we
studied in the section on DGP and Galileon field theories where a mechanism
known as Vainshtein screening screens out the extra scalar mode thus enabling
these models to approach GR. We note however that this is not the only case of
such screening mechanism - Chameleon mechanism is another interesting scheme
where the mass of the scalar-fields become massive in dense environments making
them effective non-dynamical. We investigated the interesting phenomenology of
self-acceleration in DGP and Gaileon models, however there were fundamental
concerns coming from the peculiar derivative interaction terms - strong coupling,
super-luminal propagation, ghost modes, and the inability for these models to
arise as the effective field theory of a local UV complete theory are few such
pathologies. One realizes that in order to achieve the necessary phenomenological
characteristics as an alternative to dark energy, the theoretical models have to
push the boundary of conventional quantum field theories. These non-linear field
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theories are interesting to study in their own right, whether or not they give a
successful and consistent implementation of the cosmological constant problem.
In closing this section we mentioned the most general scalar-tensor theory evading
Ostrogradski ghosts. We would study in greater detail a generalisation of this
result to multiple-scalar fields in chapter 5. In the next chapter we investigate
the Hamiltonian of Galileon field theory and show how the energy of the two
branches of solution sourced by a point mass differ in sign. This is reminiscent of
the perturbative ghost discussed in section 2.5.4, at the non-linear level.
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Chapter 3
Hamiltonian of Galileon field
theory
3.1 Introduction
We saw in section 2.5 that Galileon field theory has novel field theoretic proper-
ties both at the classical and quantum mechanical level [50][37]. In particular it
is possible to choose suitable parameters to avoid ghost instabilities in the self-
accelerating branch as opposed to the DGP model where there is no freedom to
choose these parameters appropriately [22]. In this chapter we seek to investi-
gate the stability of the Galileon field theory at the level of the Hamiltonian, this
non-linear analysis might help uncover any stability issues that are not captured
in the pertubative analysis. But we find that our results are consistent with the
latter. To this end, we derive the Hamiltonian for a single galileon field living in
Minkowski background space-time with an arbitrary time-like boundary at spatial
infinity. This has previously been done for multi-galileons without taking into
account the boundary contribution [28]. Here we keep careful track of all the
boundary terms and investigate the energy of the static spherically symmetric
galileon field at cubic order sourced by a point-mass at the origin. We find that
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the energies for the non-trivial and normal (Minkowski) branch have equal mag-
nitude but opposite signs depending on the sign of the coefficient of the quadratic
term α2 (see (3.1)). Setting α2 > 0 gives positive (negative) energy for the normal
(non-trivial) branch and vice versa, indicating ghost like behaviour in the branch
with negative energy as we discuss later. This is a non-linear manifestation of the
perturbative ghost instability we studied in section 2.5.4. Moreover the energy is
regularized in the short distance (ultra-violet) regime by the dominant cubic term
even though the source is divergent at the origin.
Section 3.2 illustrates the framework used in computing the Hamiltonian. We
use the normalization of energy with respect to a reference solution as was done in
[33][42]. In section 3.3 we present the ADM 3+1 splitting for the bulk Lagrangian
density. In section 3.4 we do a subsequent decomposition of the boundary terms.
We present the general expression for the Hamiltonian in section 3.5 and in the
final section we use this result for a static spherically symmetric single galileon
field and explore the implications of this result.
3.2 Infrared regularization of the Hamiltonian
Our aim is to calculate the Hamiltonian for single galileon field theory living in
Minkowski space-time with closed boundary(see fig1). The boundary is made up
of constant-time hypersurfaces at far-past and far-future, Σ−∞, Σ+∞ and bounded
by an arbitrary time-like hypersurface, B, at spatial infinity, with no inner bound-
aries. Usually it is fairly straightforward to calculate the Hamiltonian from the
action of a field theory, where the Hamiltonian is the Legendre transformation of
the Lagrangian, but it is slightly non-trivial when the action has boundary terms
as in GR (Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term). We follow a method that is
conceptually similar to that followed by [33] in defining a physically meaningful
notion of Hamiltonian for unbounded space-times. This is done by regularizing
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the action with respect to a reference field as explained below.
The most general action for a single galileon field, π(x), in 4-D is given
by[22][35],
Sgalileon = Sbulk + Sboundary (3.1)
where,
Sbulk =
n=5∑
n=2
∫
M
Ln (3.2)
Ln =
{−αn πa2π[a2πa3a3 . . . πan]an } (3.3)
Sboundary =
n=5∑
n=3
∫
∂M
{
αn (n− 2)π⊥ πa˜3π[a˜3πa˜4a˜4 . . . π
a˜n]
a˜n
}
(3.4)
Here πa = ∂aπ and π⊥, πa˜n are orthogonal and tangential derivatives with respect
to the boundary. We use the convention that antisymmetrization over the a indices
do not involve the prefactor 1
n!
. Note that in this chapter index, a, runs over 0..3
and i runs over 1..3. This is a consistent action for Dirichlet boundary condition,
ie when the fields and their tangential derivatives are held fixed at the boundary
[35]. Sboundary is the analog of the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term in GR.
Note that α2 > 0 as we have defined in (3) yields a stable Minkowski branch
free of ghost-like behaviour due to the positivity of the kinetic term, however this
would make some other branches unstable. A concrete example of this is infact
what we discuss in the final section. The action defined above is finite for compact
geometries but diverges for non-compact space-times. To renormalize this action
for non-compact space-times we choose a reference background π0 that asymptotes
to the value of π and also a solution of the theory. Then we demand the physical
action to be given by,
Sphysical = Sgalileon[π]− Sgalileon[π0] (3.5)
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consequently the physical Hamiltonian is,
Hphysical = Hgalileon[π]−Hgalileon[π0] (3.6)
In order to derive the Hamiltonian for Galileon field theory, one must do an
ADM decomposition of the action. We postpone the final result until we have pre-
sented the decomposition of the bulk-space-time and the decomposition of bound-
ary terms in terms of relevant derivatives and geometrical quantities.
3.3 Bulk Decomposition
Va


-
t
Ua
ra
na
St
B
Figure 3.1: Space-time with boundary
In fig(3.1) V a, Ua are vectors orthogonal to hyper-surfaces B,Σt resp. r
a, na
are vectors lying on Σt, B respectively, and orthogonal to St.
We start with decomposing the action for single galileon field in terms of time
and spatial derivatives. This is similar to the ADM formalism in GR except
there is a prefered time direction since we are working in Minkowski space-time.
We consider the galileon field in Minkowski space-time bounded by a time-like
boundary at spatial infinity B (see FIG. 3.1). We foliate the bulk space-time
in constant-time space-like hypersurfaces Σt. Thus the natural embedding is as
follows,
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Σt : [x
i]→ [t, xi] (3.7)
where t, xi define the standard cartesian coordinates giving the line element as,
ds2 = −dt2 + δijdxidxj (3.8)
Ignoring the boundary terms (4), the most general Lagrangian for galileon fields
in 4-dimensions can be expressed as follows,
Lgalileon =
5∑
n=2
Ln (3.9)
We consider a general term Ln of order n in π and seek to do a 3+1 split in terms
of time and space. In the spirit of integrating by parts, we rewrite the Lagrangian
as a piece that contains no 2nd order time derivatives, Lnbulk, and a total derivative
term, Lnleft−over, (see Appendix (A) for details). Thus,
Ln = Lnbulk + L
n
left−over (3.10)
where,
L
(n)
bulk = αn
{
nC2 π˙
2π
[i3
i3
πi4i4 ....π
in]
in
− πi2π[i2πi3i3 ...π
in]
in
}
here,nC2 =
(n)(n−1)
2
.
Lnleft−over = αn
{
− (n− 2)(n+ 1)
2
∂i3
[
π˙2π[i3πi4i4 ...π
in]
in
]
− (n− 2)∂a
[
πaπi3π
[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
(3.11)
+ (n− 2)∂i [πiπi3π[i3πi4i4 ...πinin]+ (n− 2)(n− 3)∂i3 [π˙πi4π[i3πi4t πi5i5 ...πin]in ]
}
Inserting the boundary term (4) back into the action and using Stoke’s The-
orem to convert bulk-integrals to boundary-integrals and including terms of all-
order in 4D we recast the total action as follows,
Stotal = Sbulk + Stotal−boundary (3.12)
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where
Sbulk =
5∑
n=2
∫
dt
∫
Σt
αn
{
nC2 π˙
2π
[i3
i3
πi4i4 ....π
in]
in
− πi2π[i2πi3i3 ...π
in]
in
}
(3.13)
Stotal−boundary =
5∑
n=3
Sntotal−boundary (3.14)
with,
Sntotal−boundary = αn
∫
dt
∫
St
{
− (n− 2)(n+ 1)
2
ri3
[
π˙2π[i3πi4π
i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
(3.15)
+ (n− 2)πr
[
πi3π
[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
+ (n− 2)(n− 3)π˙πi4ri3π[i3 π˙i4πi5i5 . . . π
in]
in
}
+ αn
∫
∂M
{
(n− 2)πV
[
πa¯3π
[a¯3πa¯4a¯4 . . . π
a¯n]
a¯n − πi3π[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]}
Note that S2total−boundary = 0. Here πV = V
a∂aπ, πr = r
a∂aπ denote the deriva-
tives along the normal vectors V a, ra (see FIG. 3.1) respectively. πa¯ denotes the
covariant derivative with respect to the boundary, B (see next section). Also,∫
∂M
=
∫
dtN
∫
St
where N = (1 + θ2)−1/2, θ = nara is the lapse function. We have
completed the decomposition of the bulk-terms in the action. In the next sec-
tion we decompose the boundary term Stotal−boundary with respect to the relevant
derivatives to be defined below.
3.4 Boundary decomposition
We seek to decompose the boundary terms in terms of derivatives with respect to
the closed 2-surface St = B∩Σt and derivatives along ra, Ua. We work in full-space
time coordinates and begin by presenting the definitions of various derivatives and
projection operators,
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γab = gab + UaUb := Projection operator for Σt (3.16)
Hab = gab − VaVb := Projection operator forB (3.17)
qab = Hab + nanb = γab − rarb := Projection operator forSt
We use Da, D¯a, Dˆa to denote covariant-derivatives with respect to Σt, B, St. For
brevity this convention is used on the indices in long expressions. πn, πV , πr, π˙
are derivatives along the corresponding vector fields defined as πn := Dnπ :=
naD¯aπ etc. Also, πnaˆ := DˆaDnπ, πraˆ := DˆaDrπ, πn2 := D
2
nπ := DnDnπ, πr2 :=
D2rπ := DrDrπ. The action of a covariant derivative D˜a on a hypersurface (with
an associated projection tensor hab) on a given tensor lying on the surface is given
by [48],
D˜aT
b1...bi
c1...cj
= hbah
b1
d1
. . . hbidih
e1
c1
. . . hejcj∇bT d1...die1...ej (3.18)
Boundary terms contain derivativesDa, D¯a, DaDb, D¯aD¯b which can be decomposed
as follows (see Appendix (A)).
Daπ = Dˆaπ + raDrπ (3.19)
D¯aπ = Dˆaπ − naDnπ
DaDbπ = DˆaDˆbπ +K
1
abDrπ + 2r(aDˆb)Drπ − 2r(aK1b)cDˆcπ + rarbD2rπ
D¯aD¯bπ = DˆaDˆbπ −K2abDnπ − 2n(aDˆb)Dnπ + 2n(aK2b)cDˆcπ + nanbD2nπ
Here K1ab, K
2
ab = θK
1
ab are extrinsic curvatures of the 2-surface St with respect
to the hypersurfaces Σt, B respectively. T(ab) =
1
2
(Tab + Tba) denotes symmetriza-
tion of the indices. We can now express the boundary terms given in (16) by
substituting the decomposition given above. Thus the boundary terms are (here
we omit the result for 5th order for brevity, see Appendix (A)),
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S3total−boundary = α3
∫
dt
∫
St
{
− 3(1 + θ2)π˙2πr − θ2π3r − 3θ(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙π2r (3.20)
− θ(1 + θ2)1/2π˙3 + (Dˆπ)2πr
}
S4total−boundary = α4
∫
dt
∫
St
{
− 2πaˆπ[aˆK1b]b
[
θ2π˙2 + 2θ(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙πr + (1 + θ
2)πr
2
]
− 2(1 + θ2)− 12 (Dˆπ)2
[
θ(1 + θ2)π˙π¨ + 2θ2(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙π˙r + θ(1 + θ
2)π˙πr2 (3.21)
+ (1 + θ2)
3
2πrπ¨ + 2θ(1 + θ
2)π˙rπr + (1 + θ
2)
3
2πrπr2 −KBnn
(
θ2π˙2 + (1 + θ2)π2r + 2θ(1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙πr
)]
+ 4
[
θ(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙2πaˆπ˙
aˆ + (1 + θ2)πr
2πaˆπ
aˆ
r + 2θ(1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙πrπaˆπ
aˆ
r + (1 + 2θ
2)π˙πrπaˆπ˙
aˆ
+ θ2π˙2πaˆπ
aˆ
r + θ(1 + θ
2)
1
2πr
2πaˆπ˙
aˆ
]
− 4
[
πaˆπbˆK
1ab
[
θ2π˙2 + (1 + θ2)π2r + 2θ(1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙πr
] ]
− 2(Dˆ2π)
[
θ(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙3 + (1 + θ2)πr
3 + (1 + 3θ2)π˙2πr + 3θ(1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙πr
2
]
+ 2(1 + θ2)
− 1
2 (θπ˙+(1 + θ2)
1
2πr)K
1
[
θ(1 + θ2)
3
2 π˙3+3θ2(1 + θ2)π˙2πr+3θ
3(1 + θ2)
1
2πr
2π˙+(θ4 − 1)πr3
]
− 5π˙2πr2K1 − 6π˙2(Dˆ2π)πr − 5π˙2K1abπaˆπbˆ + 4π˙2πraˆπaˆ − 4πr2πraˆπaˆ + 4πr2K1abπaˆπbˆ
+ 2πr
3(Dˆ2π) + 2πr
4K1 + 2πrπaˆπ
[aˆπ
bˆ]
bˆ
+ 2πr
2πaˆπ
[aˆK
1bˆ]
bˆ
+ 2πrπr2(Dˆπ)
2 − 2π˙π˙r(Dˆπ)2
}
3.5 Derivation of the Hamiltonian
Having recast the galileon action interms of ADM decomposition we can now write
down the Hamiltonian directly. The Hamiltonian density of the galileon theory
described by the Lagrangian L(π, ∂π, ∂∂π) is given by the Legendre transform,
H = pπ˙ − L (3.22)
where the canonical momenta p is given by,
p =
∂L
∂π˙
=
5∑
n=2
2αn
{
nC2 π˙π
[i3
i3
πi4i4 ....π
in]
in
}
(3.23)
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Thus the Hamiltonian of single galileon field theory is,
Hgalileon =
{ 5∑
n=2
αn
∫
Σt
[
nC2 π˙
2π
[i3
i3
πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
+ πi2π
[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
]}
(3.24)
− S3total−boundary − S4total−boundary − S5total−boundary
Where the last 3 boundary-terms are given by (3.20),(3.21) and (A.22).
3.6 Energy of static galileon fields coupled to a
point-source
Let us use our Hamiltonian to compute the energy of a single galileon field at
cubic order in a static configuration with SO(3) symmetry, coupled to a point
mass, m, at the origin. We take St to be a 2-sphere with fixed radius R. Here
the theory contains two vacua: a normal branch (Xref+ ) and a non-trivial branch
(Xref− ) (see (3.28)). The stability of these branches depends on the sign of α2,
where α2 > 0 leads to a stable normal branch but an unstable non-trivial branch
and vice versa for α2 < 0. Here we demonstrate that this perturbative instability
is consistent with our non-linear calculation using the full Hamiltonian where it
manifests as negative energy for non-trival (normal) branch when α2 is positive
(negative). The natural coordinates to work with are the spherical coordinates
(r, θ, φ). The Hamiltonian function for this set-up becomes,
H = 4π
∫
drr2
{
α2π
′2 + 2α3
π′3
r
+
ρ
Mp
π
}
(3.25)
Here Mp is a dimension-full coupling constant with mass dimension, usually this
is of order planck mass for gravitational theories. Also, (′) = d
dr
and ρ = mδ(3)(r).
Note that S3total−boundary vanishes for this set up, since for static SO(3) symmetric
galileon field, π˙ = Dˆaπ = 0, and time invariance of the 3-boundary, B, implies
θ := n.r = 0. The equation of motion is given by [22],(The π appearing in the
expressions from (26) to (33) is the number π not to be confused with the field.)
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α2X + 3α3X
2 =
m
8Mpπr3
(3.26)
where X = π
′
r
. The normal and non-trivial branch solutions of (3.26) are given
implicitly by,
X+ :=
π′+
r
=
−α2 +
√
α22 +
3mα3
2Mpπr3
6α3
(3.27)
X− :=
π′−
r
=
−α2 −
√
α22 +
3mα3
2Mpπr3
6α3
The corresponding reference solutions which we choose to be the normal and non-
trivial vacuum solutions are given by setting m = 0 in (3.27).
Xref+ = 0 (3.28)
Xref− = −
α2
3α3
It is convenient to rewrite the integrand in (3.25) using the equation of motion to
eliminate the π dependence. Thus,
H = −4π
∫ R
0
drr4
{
αX2 + 4α3X
3
}
+
m
Mp
∫ R
0
dr {rX} (3.29)
The energy for positive and negative branches is now given by,
E± = H[X±]−H[Xref± ]|m=0 (3.30)
Substituting (3.27), (3.28) above we get,
E+ = −E− = 2πα
3
2R
5
135α23
+
α2m
18Mpα3
∫ R
0
drr
(
1 +
3α3m
2Mpπα22
r−3
)1/2
(3.31)
− 2α
3
2π
27α23
∫ R
0
drr4
(
1 +
3α3m
2Mpπα22
r−3
)1/2
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After some change of variables the integrals can be recognized as a linear
combination of hypergeometric functions given by,
E+ =
2πα32R
5
135α23
+
sign(α2)(
m
Mp
)3/2
√
R
3
√
6πα3
2F1
[
−1/2, 1/6, 7/6,−2Mpα
2
2πR
3
3α3m
]
(3.32)
− sign(α2)2α
2
2
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√
2πm
3Mpα33
R
7
2 2F1
[
−1/2, 7/6, 13/6,−2Mpα
2
2πR
3
3α3m
]
Here the hypergeometric functions are real and positive and defined for the
range α3 > −2Mpα
2
2πR
3
3m
. However for real values of E+, E−, α3 is forced to be
positive.We now take the limit R→∞ and the energy becomes,
E∞+ = −E∞− = −
(
2
3
) 7
3
Γ
(
−8
3
)
Γ
(
7
6
) (α2α3)− 13 ( mMp ) 53
π
7
6
> 0 (3.33)
We get a finite expression for energy with equal magnitude and opposite sign.
The infra-red divergence is regularized by substracting the vacuum energy con-
tribution. As a non-trivial check for our calculation we take the limit m → 0 in
(3.32) and obtain,
lim
m→0
E± = 0 (3.34)
as expected.
3.7 Summary
We conclude with a few remarks on our analysis of the energy of Galileon field
theory. Having presented the expression for Hamiltonian in ADM formalism care-
fully keeping track of all the boundary terms, we calculated the energy of static
spherically symmetric configuration. In particular, the results of our calculation
shows,
i) The two branches of the cubic theory coupled to a point source have energies
of equal magnitude and opposite sign.
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ii) The expression for energy flips sign when the sign of α2 is changed.
iii) Even though we couple Galileon field to a divergent source at the origin, en-
ergy is still finite where non-linear cubic contribution dominates the divergent
quadratic term and regularizes it.
We argue that the negative energy of the non-trivial(normal) branch when
α2 > 0(< 0) with a coupling to a point mass indicates a ghost like instability. Our
calculations have been entirely classical and as was argued in [40] the appearance
of negative energy can be traced back to the wrong sign in the propagator, at
quantum level. If one evades negative probabilities by shifting the poles in the
denominator of the propagator it leads to negative energy. Scattering processes
involving ghost like particles and ordinary matter particles can generate ghost
particles with unbounded negative energy and matter particles with unbounded
positive energy. We believe the sign flip of the energy when changing the sign
of α2 further reinforces this argument, for it is the correct sign of α2 in ordinary
field theories that ensures the positivity of the kinetic term in the Lagrangian.
It is interesting to note that a similar calculation was done for Gauss-Bonnet
gravity in [42] and the authors found that the energies for the 2-branches match
both in magnitude and sign. Further more it was shown that one of the vacua
of Gauss-Bonnet gravity was unstable despite the fact that ghost like modes were
not excited by the spherically symmetric black-hole[29]. In contrast here we find
that point source which can be taken to be a spherically symmetric source in the
limiting case, does seem to excite ghost-like modes giving negative energy. This
investigation can be taken further, it would be interesting to do this calculation
for covariant Galileon model [112] and Multi-galileon theories [122]. In the next
chapter we investigate the most general scalar-tensor theory in 4-D in arbitrary
back-grounds and compute the necessary boundary terms that makes the action
well-posed and the junction conditions associated with a co-dimension 1 brane.
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Chapter 4
Boundary Terms and Junction
Conditions for Generalized
Scalar-Tensor Theories
4.1 Introduction
In preceding chapters we studied various scalar tensor theories. As we mentioned
in section 2.6 in chapter-2 all such theories fall into a general framework discov-
ered by Horndeski in 1974 [107]. This generality is constrained by the requirement
that the field equations are of derivative order up to two, in order to avoid Ostro-
gradski ghosts. What is surprising is that this theory was forgotten about until
very recently, where it was resurrected in [119], and discovered independently in
[108]. Horndeski’s theory is the “most general” scalar-tensor theory up to the
requirement of second order field equations in four dimensions. Higher order field
equations can be interpreted as propagating extra fields, and in any event, they
typically suffer from the Ostrogradski instability [110]. Here we will work with
the formulation of Hornedeski’s theory presented in [108] by Deffayet, Gao, Steer
and Zahariade [DGSZ], as it is more aesthetic and is valid in any number of di-
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mensions1. This is given by
S[gab, φ] =
∫
M
k(φ,X)−G3(φ,X)φ+G4(φ,X)R
+G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ+G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ−
G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ (4.1)
where X = −1
2
(∇φ)2, and the antisymmetrisation does not include the
usual factor of 1/n!. The covariant measure on the manifold is omitted for
brevity. First, let us discuss some generalities regarding well-posed actions and
boundary terms.
4.2 Well-posedness of the action principle
The action plays an important role in physics, especially in field theory. A naive
point of view is to take the variational principle as a formal device to arrive at the
equations of motion. Let us take a generic action that depends on the scalar field
φ and it’s derivatives,
S =
∫
ddxL([φ]) (4.2)
Here [φ] denotes the field and it’s derivatives to arbitrary order. To find the equa-
tion of motion one varies the action and integrates by parts to find the stationary
point giving,
∂L
∂φ
+
N∑
m=1
(−1)m∂a1 . . . ∂am
(
∂L
∂ (∂a1 . . . ∂amφ)
)
= 0 (4.3)
Notice that we have neglected the boundary terms arising from integrating by
parts or assumed that the field and its derivatives vanish at infinity. This is a valid
approach if we are only interested in the local dynamics of the field. The role of
1In four dimensions, the Horndeski and DGSZ actions were shown to be equivalent [109], and
given Horndeski’s proof, we know this to be the most general scalar-tensor theory admitting
second order field equations. In higher dimensions the DGSZ action is known to yield second
order field equations, but it is not proven to be the most general theory.
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Bulk Space-Time
Σ1
Σ2
B
Figure 4.1: Field theory living in space-time with boundary
the action here is manifestly secondary since every local quantity can be calculated
from the Lagrangian alone. However, it is clearly understood that the action and
the variational principle have their origin in quantum mechanics, where the action
functional appears naturally in the path integral formulation and consequently it
is crucial for the euclidean path integral methods. On account of the fact that
the action is a function of the boundary data specified to yield a unique extremal
solution, one can no longer neglect the boundary terms and it is necessary to have
the correct form of the action. Let us elucidate what we mean by the correct
action. Consider the field theory living in a space-time with boundary as shown in
fig(4.1). The correct action for this theory can be defined as the one that gives a
unique extremal solution for a given boundary data. That is, for a unique classical
solution φc(x) satisfying boundary data defined on sub-manifolds Σ1,Σ2,B
δS
δφ
= 0⇐⇒ φ(x) = φc(x) (4.4)
This implies the following,
i) The Euler-Lagrange equations must be satisfied and it should have a unique
solution for a given boundary data.
ii) The boundary terms arising from the variation should vanish without having
to impose any more constraints than what is already implied by the fixed
boundary data.
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Now, a well-posed problem is defined to be such that given appropriate set of
boundary data there is a unique solution satisfying the partial differential equation,
this notion of well-posedness can thus be extended to the corresponding action
principle satisfying conditions (i),(ii). The well-posed action is a functional of all
the competing paths of the field satisfying the boundary data, and it picks out a
unique extremising path. Therefore it is this well-posed action that should enter
any quantum mechanical calculations, for it does not forbid any path that satisfies
the boundary data. We will now discuss a toy example that illustrates these ideas.
4.2.1 An example
In this simple one-dimensional example we will see how an action that is not well-
posed in the above sense can be made well posed by adding a suitable boundary
term. Consider the action,
S =
∫ t2
t=t1
dt
[
−1
2
q(t)q¨(t)− V (q)
]
(4.5)
varying this we get,
δS =
∫ t2
t=t1
dt
[
−q¨(t)− ∂V
∂q
]
δq +
[
−1
2
q(t)δq˙(t) +
1
2
q˙(t)δq
] ∣∣∣∣∣
t2
t1
(4.6)
The resulting Euler-Lagrange equation has a unique solution for given arbitrary
values of q(t) at the the end-points/boundary (t = t1, t2). However we see from
4.6 that the 3’rd term would vanish only if we demand δq˙ = 0. This however is an
additional constraint that is not implied by the fixed boundary data q(t1), q(t2),
thus it is clear that this action is not well-posed in the sense described above. In
order to rectify this problem we add the following boundary term,
B1 ≡ −1
2
[q(t)q˙(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣
t2
t1
(4.7)
varying this we get,
δB1 = −1
2
[δq(t)q˙(t) + q(t)δq˙(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣
t2
t1
(4.8)
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exactly cancelling the problematic boundary term. Incidentally the well-posed
action with the boundary term (B1) is the canonical action of this system.
S +B1 =
∫ t2
t=t1
dt
[
1
2
q˙(t)2 − V (q)
]
(4.9)
As they stand, neither the original Horndeski action [107], nor the recent refor-
mulation [108] given above admit a well defined variational principle on a manifold
with a boundary. This is problematic if one wishes to apply (Euclidean) path-
integral methods to Horndeski’s theory, or if one wishes to consider the dynamics
of domain walls configurations. The same is true, of course, of the Einstein-Hilbert
action, where the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term [73, 74] is added such that the
full theory can be extremised with Dirichilet boundary conditions on the spacetime
metric. In this chapter, we derive the analogue of the Gibbons-Hawking boundary
term for Horndeski’s theory.
Armed with a well defined action, we can derive the junction conditions across a
co-dimension one brane, or domain wall, embedded within the manifold. This leads
to the analogue of the Israel junction conditions [75] in Horndeski’s theory, and
opens up the possibility of studying plenty of new physics from bubble nucleation
to braneworld dynamics. Our derivation makes use of the standard technique of
treating the brane as the common boundary of the bulk geometry on either side
of the brane. The methods used for deriving the boundary terms and junction
conditions will be described in more detail in section 4.3, where we will explicitly
present the relevant calculation for the first two terms in (4.1). The boundary
terms and junction conditions for the full theory will be presented in section 4.4.
In section 4.5 we will discuss some special cases such as Brans-Dicke gravity [103],
flat space galileon [111] and covariant galileon [112] theory. We will conclude in
section 4.6.
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4.3 Methodology
Let us briefly outline the methodology we used in deriving the results that will
be presented in the next section. Consider the incomplete action (4.1) defined on
a manifold M with boundary ∂M. The boundary may be spacelike (s = −1) or
timelike (s = +1). We begin by computing the variation of (4.1) keeping track of
all surface terms. The result is
δS[gab, φ] =
∫
M
εabδgab+ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
X ijδhij+X
φδφ+Y ijδ(hij,n)+Y
φδφn (4.10)
where εab and εφ are the equations of motion. We are using bulk coordinates xa,
and boundary coordinates ξi, and we may think of the boundary as an embedding
xa = Xa(ξ). This defines tangent vectors ∂iX
a, each of which is orthogonal to the
unit outward pointed normal na. The induced metric on the boundary is defined
as
hij = ∂iX
a∂jX
bgab|∂M (4.11)
This can also be identified with the projector on to the boundary, which we denote
hab = gab − snanb, where s = gabnanb.
Dirichilet boundary conditions require that δφ and δhij vanish on ∂M, so the
boundary terms X ijδhij and X
φδφ are not considered problematic. The same
cannot be said of the remaining boundary terms Y ijδ(hij,n) and Y
φδφn. φn =
na∂aφ|∂M is the normal derivative to the scalar on the boundary, and its variation
is not necessarily vanishing. Similarly, hij,n = ∂iX
a∂jX
bnc∂cgab|∂M, which is the
normal derivative to the metric on the boundary. These troublesome boundary
terms are present because the DGSZ action (4.1) contains terms with second order
derivatives.
To fix this problem, we must add a boundary termB[hij, φ, hij,n, φn] whose vari-
ation cancels off the troublesome contributions described above. In other words,
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we must choose B such that
δB[hij, φ, hij,n, φn] =
∫
∂M
Zijδhij + Z
φδφ− Y ijδ(hij,n)− Y φδφn (4.12)
It then follows that the total action Stotal = S+B admits a well defined variational
principle, since
δStotal =
∫
M
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
J ijδhij + J
φδφ (4.13)
where J ij = X ij + Zij and Jφ = Xφ + Zφ. Now, it is immediately clear that the
choice of B is not unique: if B is a good boundary term, then so is B + η[hij, φ],
since the variation of η acts only to renormalise Zij and Zφ. The same is of
course true for the Gibbons-Hawking term in General Relativity. To eliminate
this ambiguity, we impose a minimal construction, requiring that B → 0 as both
hij,n → 0 and φn → 0.
The junction conditions across a domain wall, Σ ∈ M, can now be derived
in one of two ways. The first is to treat the wall as a delta-function source in
the field equations. A completely equivalent approach, and the one we will adopt
here, is to note that the wall splits the manifold M into two manifolds, M+ and
M−, and is treated as the common boundary to each. Of course, this statement
neglects the contribution of boundary components far away from the wall, since
they play no role here. The action describing the system is given by
SDW = S
+
total + S
−
total + SΣ (4.14)
where S±total is the total action defined on M± with boundary ∂M±. Variation of
the full action yields
δSDW =
∫
M+
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M+
J ijδhij + J
φδφ
+
∫
M−
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M−
J ijδhij + J
φδφ+
∫
Σ
1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
δhij +
1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
δφ
(4.15)
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Now because of the orientation, it is clear that
∫
∂M+ = −
∫
∂M− =
∫
Σ
. It follows
that
δSDW =
∫
M+∪M−
εabδgab+ε
φδφ+
∫
Σ
(
∆J ij +
1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
)
δhij+
(
∆Jφ +
1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
)
δφ
(4.16)
where ∆Q = Q∂M+ − Q∂M− . The resulting junction conditions are given by the
continuity relations ∆hij = ∆φ = 0 and the analogue of the Israel equations,
∆J ij = − 1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
, ∆Jφ = − 1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
(4.17)
Note that the continuity relations ensure that equations (4.17) are invariant under
B → B + η[hij, φ].
We shall now demonstrate explicitly how this methodology was applied to the
first two terms in (4.1). We begin with the k-essence term [116], Sk =
∫
M k(φ,X).
Variation yields
δSk =
∫
M
1
2
[
kX∇aφ∇bφ+ kgab
]
δgab + [kφ +∇a(kX∇aφ)] δφ+
∫
∂M
−kXφnδφ
(4.18)
Because there were no second derivatives in Sk this piece of the action is already
well defined, and there is no need to add a boundary term. The contribution to
the equations of motion and junction conditions can be immediately read off:
εabk =
1
2
[
kX∇aφ∇bφ+ kgab
]
εφk = kφ +∇a(kX∇aφ) (4.19)
J ijk = 0 J
φ
k = ∆ [−kXφn] (4.20)
Next we consider the second term in the DGSZ action (4.1), S3 = −
∫
MG3(φ,X)φ.
We shall perform the variation with respect to φ and gab separately. Starting with
the φ variation, we find,
δφS3 =
∫
M
{
−G3φφ− (G3Xφa);aφ−G3Xφb∇b∇c∇cφ−G3
}
δφ
+
∫
∂M
[G3Xφnφ+G3n] δφ−G3δφn (4.21)
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where G3n ≡ na∇aG3. The boundary terms contain the problematic contribution
from δφn. To cancel this off, we add the following:
B3 =
∫
∂M
F3(φ, Y, φn) (4.22)
where Y = −1
2
hij∂iφ∂jφ is the boundary analogue of X, and
F3(φ, Y, φn) =
∫ φn
0
dx G3
(
φ, Y − 1
2
sx2
)
(4.23)
To see that this works, we note that
δφB3 =
∫
B
G3δφn +
[
F3φ − (F3Y φi);i
]
δφ (4.24)
The φ variation of the completed action is well behaved, and yields
δφ(S3 +B3) =
∫
M
εφ3δφ+
∫
∂M
Jφ3 δφ (4.25)
where
εφ3 = −G3φφ−
(
G3Xφ
b
)
;b
φ+G3XRabφ
aφb + (G3Xφ
a);bφab − (G3φφa);a (4.26)
Jφ3 = G3XCφn +G3φφn +G3XKijφ
iφj − F3Y Y φiφjφij + F3Y ¯φ+ F3φ + F3Y φφiφi
A few comments are in order here. In arriving at the expression for εφ3 we have
eliminated the apparent third derivative terms using the Riemann identity, giving
−G3Xφb∇b∇c∇cφ−G3 = G3XRabφaφb + (G3Xφb);aφab − (G3φφa);a (4.27)
This serves as a good check of our calculation as we know that the equations of
motion are second order. Note that we sometimes denote covariant derivatives
using superscripts and subscripts, ie φa = ∇aφ, φa = ∇aφ etc. Covariant deriva-
tives along the normal direction attain the super/subscript n, ie φn = n
aφa, φnn =
nanbφab.
Similarly, the final expression for Jφ3 has made use of the following identity
G3n ≡ na∇aG3 = G3φφn − sG3Xφnn −G3Xφniφi +G3XKijφij (4.28)
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where Kij is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary, defined as the Lie derivative
of the induced metric with respect to the normal
Kij =
1
2
Lnhij (4.29)
We also introduce the covariant derivative on the boundary, D¯i, which we will
sometimes denote using superscripts and subscripts, as with the bulk covariant
derivative, ie φi = D¯iφ, φ
i = D¯iφ. The covariant d’Alembertian on the boundary
is written as ¯ = D¯iD¯
i, while the boundary scalar C is defined as the trace
C = hijCij, where
Cij = D¯iD¯jφ+ sφnKij (4.30)
In other words C = ¯φ + sφnK where K = h
ijKij. Further details of the useful
formulae used in our derivations can be found in appendix B.1. Once again we
note that Jφ3 contains no more than second derivatives along the boundary, and
first derivatives along the normal. This is to be expected for a second order system
in the bulk.
We now consider the variation of S3 with respect to the metric gab. This gives,
δgS3 =
∫
M
−1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb +G;a3 φ
b +G;b3 φ
a − (G3φc);c gab
]
δgab
+
∫
∂M
−1
2
G3φnh
ijδhij (4.31)
Although the metric variation does not lead to any troublesome boundary terms,
we must account for any additional contributions coming from B3. The metric
variation of B3 yields
δgB3 =
∫
∂M
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj
]
δhij (4.32)
It follows that
δg(S3 +B3) =
∫
M
εab3 δgab +
∫
∂M
J ij3 δhij (4.33)
where
εab3 = −
1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb +G;a3 φ
b +G;b3 φ
a − (G3φc);c gab
]
(4.34)
J ij3 =
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj −G3φnhij
]
(4.35)
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Again we see that the metric equations of motion are second order in the bulk,
and the junctions conditions contain no more than second derivatives along the
boundary, and first derivatives along the normal.
Analogous calculations were applied to the remaining terms in the DGSZ ac-
tion, which we denote
S4 =
∫
M
G4(φ,X)R +G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ (4.36)
S5 =
∫
M
G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ− G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ (4.37)
However, the algebra is extremely long so we shall not present it here, being
content to present the results in the next section.
4.4 Boundary terms and junction conditions for
Horndeski theory
In this section we shall simply quote the results of lengthy calculations, as de-
scribed in the previous section. Our starting point is the DGSZ action for a
general scalar-tensor theory [108], which is equivalent to Horndeski’s original the-
ory [107] in four dimensions [109]. Let us repeat the form of this action in order
to make this section self-contained:
S[gab, φ] =
∫
M
[
k(φ,X)−G3(φ,X)φ+G4(φ,X)R+G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ+G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ
− G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ
]
where X = −1
2
(∇φ)2. Recall that the antisymmetrisation does not include the
usual factor of 1/n!, and that the covariant measure on the manifold is omitted
for brevity. In order to admit a well defined variational principle under Dirichilet
boundary conditions, this action must be supplemented by the following boundary
term
B[hij, φ, hij,n, φn] =
5∑
α=3
Bα[hij, φ, hij,n, φn] (4.38)
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where
B3 =
∫
∂M
F3 (4.39)
B4 =
∫
∂M
2(G4K − F4Y φii)
B5 =
∫
∂M
−1
2
sG5K
[i
i K
j]
j φn −G5φ[iiKj]j +
1
2
R¯F5 +
1
2
F5Y φ
[i
i φ
j]
j
Here we define
Fα(φ, Y, φn) =
∫ φn
0
dx Gα
(
φ, Y − 1
2
sx2
)
, Y = −1
2
φiφ
i (4.40)
from which it follows that ∂Fα
∂φn
= Gα. Note that any curvature terms with an
“overbar” correspond to boundary curvatures, eg R¯ijkl is the boundary Riemann
tensor, G¯ij is the boundary Einstein tensor, R¯ is the boundary Ricci scalar, etc
etc. Of course, if the “overbar” is absent, it corresponds to a bulk curvature.
Variation of the full action, Stotal = S + B now yields(see Appendix (B) for
the identities used in the computation),
δStotal =
∫
M
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
J ijδhij + J
φδφ (4.41)
where the bulk equations of motion are given by
εab =
1
2
(Eab + Eba), Eab = Eabk +
5∑
α=3
Eabα ; εφ = εφk +
5∑
α=3
εφα (4.42)
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with
Eabk =
1
2
(kXφ
aφb + kgab) (4.43)
Eab3 = −
1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb + 2G;a3 φ
b − (G3φc);c gab
]
(4.44)
Eab4 =
1
2
(
gabG4Xφ
[f
f φ
g]
g +G4XRφ
aφb − 2G4Gab +G4XXφ[ff φg]g φaφb
)− (G4φφc);[cga]b
+(G4Xφd)
;[cga]bφdc +G4Xφ
dga[bR
c]
dceφ
e + 2G
;[a
4Xφ
c]
c φ
b − 2G4XRacφbφc (4.45)
−(G4Xφd);dga[bφc]c
Eab5 =
1
2
[
G5(R
ab
φ−Rφab)− 4G5Gacφcb + 2(G5φa);dGbd − (G5φc);cGab (4.46)
−G;[a5Xφccφd]d φb +
1
2
G5X;dφ
dga[bφccφ
e]
e +
1
2
G5X(φ)g
a[bφccφ
d]
d +G5XGcdφ
cdφaφb
−1
6
G5XXφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h φ
aφbga[bφcc∇d](G5φφd)− ga[bφcc∇d](G5Xφe)φed
−G5Xga[bφccRd]edfφeφf −G5Xφaφ[cc Rbd]deφe + 2G;a5 Rbcφc − 2G5;cRcabdφd
−2G5;cRcdφdgab + 2G5Radφbd −
1
2
G5Rφg
ab − G5X
6
gabφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
]
and
εφk = kφ + (kXφa)
;a (4.47)
εφ3 = −G3φφ−
(
G3Xφ
b
)
;b
φ+G3XRabφ
aφb + (G3Xφ
a);bφab − (G3φφa);a (4.48)
εφ4 = G4φR + (G4Xφa)
;aR +G4Xφφ
[f
f φ
g]
g + (G4XXφa)
;aφ
[f
f φ
g]
g (4.49)
−2G4XXφ[bb Ra]cadφcφd + 2(G4Xφφa)[;aφb]b − 2(G4XXφc)[;aφb]b φca
−4RabG;a4Xφb−2G4XRabφab
εφ5 = G5φGabφ
ab + (G5Xφc)
;cGabφ
ab − 1
6
G5Xφφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h −
1
6
(G5XXφc)
;cφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
+(G5φφ
a);bGab − (G5Xφc);bφacGab +G5XRabcdGadφbφc − 1
2
(G5Xφφa)
;[aφbbφ
c]
c
+
1
2
(G5XXφ
d);[aφbbφ
c]
c φad +
1
2
G5XXφ
dφeφ[aa φ
b
bR
c]
dce −G5X;aφ[bb Rac]cdφd
−1
2
G5XR
[ab
bdRa
c]
ceφ
dφe −G5Xφ[ad φbbRac]cd (4.50)
Note that we have written the bulk equations of motion in a form that is explicitly
second order, something that did not appear previously in the literature, as far as
we are aware.
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As explained in the previous section, the junction conditions (4.17) can be
obtained from the boundary equations of motion, which are given by
J ij =
1
2
(J ij + J ji), J ij =
5∑
α=3
J ijα ; Jφα = Jφk +
5∑
α=3
Jφα (4.51)
with
J ij3 =
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj −G3φnhij
]
(4.52)
J ij4 = −G4(Kij −Khij) +G4φφnhij −G4Xφkφnkhij +G4XφkφlKklhij + 2sG4XBiφj
+G4Xφnh
i[jC
k]
k +G4XKφ
iφj − F4Y Y φiφj¯φ− 2F ;i4Y φj + F4Y ;kφkhij (4.53)
J ij5 =
1
2
[
−1
2
sG5XK
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφjφn −G5Xφ[kk K l]l φiφj − 2G;[i5 Kk]k φj (4.54)
+G5;kφ
khi[jK
l]
l − F5G¯ij +
1
2
F5Y R¯φ
iφj +
1
2
F5Y Y φ
[k
k φ
l]
l φ
iφj + 2F
[;i
5Y φ
k]
k φ
j
+2sG5;kB
khij − 2sG;i5Bj − φnkG;[k5 hi]j + (F5Y φk)[;lhi]jφkl − (F5Y φk);khi[jφl]l
+F5Y φ
kR¯klm
[lhi]jφm +G5φnG¯
ij −G5φφnhi[jCk]k
+G5Xφnkφ
khi[jC
l]
l −G5XKklφkφlhi[jCm]m − 2sG5XφiB[jCk]k + sG5Xφnhi[jBk]Bk
−1
2
G5Xφnh
i[jCkkC
l]
l +
1
2
F5Y φ
[k
k φ
l]
l h
ij−2F5Y R¯ikφjφk
+hij
(
−1
2
sG5K
[k
k K
l]
l φn −G5φ[kk K l]l +
1
2
R¯F5 +
1
2
F5Y φ
[k
k φ
l]
l
)]
(4.55)
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and
Jφk = −kXφn (4.56)
Jφ3 = G3XCφn +G3φφn +G3XKijφ
iφj − F3Y Y φiφjφij + F3Y ¯φ+ F3φ + F3Y φφiφi(4.57)
Jφ4 = −G4Xφn(R¯− sK [ii Kj]j )−G4XXφn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sG4X;iBi
−2G4XφφnC + 2G4XXCφniφi − 2G4XXCKijφiφj − 2G4XKijφij
+2G4φK + 2(G4Xφi)
;iK − 2(F4Y Y φi);i¯φ+ 2F4Y Y R¯ijφiφj
−2G4X;iφin + 2(F4Y Y φi);jφji−2(F4Y φφi);i − 2F4Y φ¯φ (4.58)
Jφ5 = −sG5X;iB[iCj]j −G5XC ijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
−G5φφi(Kij ;j −K;i) + 1
2
(G5φφn − sG5XφiBi)(R¯− sK [kk K l]l ) +G5XC ijφj(Kik ;k
−K;i) + 1
6
G5XXC
[i
i C
j
jC
k]
k φn +
1
2
G5φXφnC
[i
i C
j]
j −
1
2
sG5XXφiB
iC
[k
k C
l]
l
−sG5φXφiB[iC i]i + sG5XXφiC ijB[jCk]k −G5XCφi(Kij ;j −K;i) + sG5XCφnKijKij
+sG5Xφ
iBj(R¯ij − sKKij + 2sKikKkj ) +G5XC ijφkKi[k;j] −G5XBiφjKikKkj
+sG5XφnKikK
kjC ij −
1
2
sG5φK
[i
i K
j]
j φn −
1
2
s(G5XK
[i
i K
j]
j φnφk)
;k −G5φφ[iiKj]j
−(G5Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k −G5Xφ[iiKj]j;kφk +
1
2
(F5Y φi)
;iR¯− (G5φφi)[;iKj]j
+(G5Xφ
i)[;jKk]kφij + s(G5Xφn)
[;iK
j]
j φni − 2G[;i5 Kj]j;i +
1
2
(F5Y Y φi)
;[iφjjφ
k]
k
+G5X;iφn
;[iφ
j]
j +G5X(φ
iKij)
[;jC
k]
k −G5XB[iKj]j;iφn −G5XK [iiR¯jkk]lφjφl
+F5Y Y φ
[i
i R¯jk
k]lφjφl − F5Y R¯ijφij − 2F5Y ;iφjR¯ij + sG5XR¯ijBiφj
−G5;i(Kij ;j −K ;i) + (F5Y φφi)[;iφj]j +
1
2
F5φR¯ +
1
2
F5Y φφ
[i
i φ
j]
j −G5XφniB[iKj]j(4.59)
Here we recall that
Cij = D¯iD¯jφ+ sφnKij, C = h
ijCij = ¯φ+ sφnK (4.60)
and we introduce the boundary vector
Bi = sD¯iφn − sKijD¯jφ (4.61)
Note also that φni = D¯iφn. The formulae for J
ij and Jφ have been written so that
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they are explictly second order in boundary derivatives, and first order in normal
derivatives.
4.5 Examples
We shall now present the boundary terms and junction conditions for certain im-
portant subclasses of Horndeski’s theory, specifically: General Relativity (as a
check), Brans-Dicke gravity [103], covariant galileon theory [112], and the original
flat space galileon theory [111]. Of course, one can use the results of the previous
section to infer the boundary terms and junction conditions for many other theo-
ries such as the Fab Four [119], DBI theories [79], conformal galileon [111], KGB
theories [117] and so on.
4.5.1 General Relativity
General Relativity is perhaps the most “special” special case of Horndeski’s theory,
corresponding to the choice
G4 =
1
16πG
, k = G3 = G5 = 0
so that the bulk action is given by the standard Einstein-Hilbert action
S =
1
16πG
∫
M
R (4.62)
and, as expected, the boundary term is given by the Gibbons-Hawking term [73,
74]
B =
1
8πG
∫
∂M
K (4.63)
The bulk equations of motion are simply the Einstein tensor
εab = − 1
16πG
Gab (4.64)
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while the boundary equations of motion take the form expected from the Israel
junction conditions [75]
J ij = − 1
16πG
(
Kij −Khij) (4.65)
4.5.2 Brans-Dicke theory
Brans-Dicke theory [103] is the most well studied scalar-tensor theory, and corre-
sponds to the choice
k =
ω
8πφ
X G4 =
φ
16π
, G3 = G5 = 0 (4.66)
so that the bulk action is given by
S =
1
16π
∫
M
φR− w (∇φ)
2
φ
(4.67)
and the boundary term by
B =
1
8π
∫
∂M
φK (4.68)
The bulk equations of motion are the usual Brans-Dicke field equations
εab = − 1
16π
[
φGab + gabφ− φab − ω
φ
(
Xgab + φaφb
)]
(4.69)
εφ =
1
16π
[
R + 2w
(
φ
φ
+
X
φ2
)]
(4.70)
while the boundary equations of motion are
J ij =
1
16π
[−φ (Kij −Khij)+ φnhij] (4.71)
Jφ =
1
8π
[
K − ω
φ
φn
]
(4.72)
It is easy to check that these are consistent with the junction conditions presented
in [81].
4.5.3 Covariant galileon
Covariant galileon theory [112] was developed in order to couple the original
galileon theory [111] to gravity without introducing any new higher derivatives.
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We will ignore the historical timeline and begin by discussing the covariant model
because the flat space galileon is easily obtained by decoupling the graviton. Static
spherically symmetric thin shells for the covariant galileon, up to cubic order, were
studied in [82] in order to explore aspects of the Vainshtein mechanism [126]. This
suggests that the following formulae will ultimately lend themselves to undert-
standing screening mechanisms in modified gravity.
The covariant galileon theory corresponds to the choice,
k = c2X, G3 = −c3X, G4 = 1
2
c4X
2, G5 = −3c5X2 (4.73)
where ci are constant. This gives the bulk action,
S =
∫
M
c2X + c3Xφ+ c4X
(
φ
[f
f φ
g]
g +
1
2
XR
)
+ c5X
(
φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h − 3XGabφab
)
(4.74)
and the boundary term
B =
∫
∂M
(
c3 + 2c4¯φ+ 3c5φ
[f
f φ
g]
g
)
φn
(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)
−3
2
c5R¯φn
[(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)2
+
φ4n
45
]
+ c4X
2K +
3
2
c5X
2
(
sK
[i
i K
j]
j φn + 2φ
[i
iK
j]
j
)
(4.75)
where we recall that Y = −1
2
φiφ
i is the boundary analogue of X. The bulk
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equations of motion now give εab = 1
2
(Eab + Eba) with
Eab = 1
2
c2(φ
aφb +Xgab)
+c3
[
1
2
φ
[
φaφb +Xgab
]
+X(;aφb) − 1
2
(Xφc);c g
ab
]
+c4
[
1
2
(
gabXφ
[f
f φ
g]
g +XRφ
aφb −X2Gab + φ[ff φg]g φaφb
)
+(Xφd)
;[cga]bφdc +Xφ
dga[bR
c]
dceφ
e + 2X ;[aφc]c φ
b − 2XRacφbφc − (Xφd);dga[bφc]c
]
+
1
2
c5
[
− 3X2(Rabφ−Rφab) + 12X2Gacφcb − 6(X2φa);dGbd
+ 3(X2φc);cG
ab + 6X ;[aφccφ
d]
d φ
b
− 3X;dφdga[bφccφe]e − 3Xφga[bφccφd]d − 6XGcdφcdφaφb + φ[ff φggφh]h φaφb
+ 6ga[bφcc∇d](Xφe)φed + 6Xga[bφccRd]edfφeφf + 6Xφaφ[cc Rbd]deφe − 6(X2);aRbcφc
+ 6(X2);cR
cabdφd + 6(X
2);cR
cdφdg
ab − 6X2Radφbd +
3
2
X2Rφgab
+Xgabφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
]
(4.76)
and
εφ = c2φ
+c3
[
(φ)2 −Rabφaφb − φabφab
]
+c4
[
(Xφa)
;aR +φφ
[f
f φ
g]
g − 2φ[bb Ra]cadφcφd − 2φ[ac φb]b φca − 4RabX ;aφb−2c4XRabφab
]
+c5
[
− 6(Xφc);cGabφab +φφ[ff φggφh]h + 6(Xφc);bφacGab − 6XRabcdGadφbφc
− 3φd;[aφbbφc]c φad − 3φdφeφ[aa φbbRc]dce + 6X;aφ[bb Rac]cdφd
+ 3XR[abbdRa
c]
ceφ
dφe + 6Xφ
[a
d φ
b
bRa
c]
c
d
]
(4.77)
We have checked the consistency of these equations with the corresponding for-
mulae presented in [112]2. The boundary equations of motion for variation of the
2The formula for εab matches exactly, while the formulae for εφ differ by a term proportional
toXRabcdRabceφ
dφe. We believe that [112] contains a typo and that the formula (4.77) presented
here is correct.
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metric are given by J ij = 1
2
(J ij + J ji) with,
J ij = 1
2
c3
[
Zφnh
ij − φnφiφj +Xφnhij
]
+c4
[
−1
2
X2(Kij −Khij)−Xφkφnkhij +XφkφlKklhij + 2sXBiφj
+Xφnh
i[jC
k]
k +XKφ
iφj − φnφiφj¯φ+ 2Zφ;inφj − (Zφn);kφkhij
]
+
1
2
c5
[
3sXK
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφjφn + 6Xφ
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφj + 6(X2);[iK
k]
k φ
j
−3(X2);kφkhi[jK l]l + 3φn
(
Z2 +
φ4n
45
)
G¯ij + 3ZφnR¯φ
iφj − 3φnφ[kk φl]l φiφj
+12(Zφn)
[;iφ
k]
k φ
j − 6s(X2);kBkhij + 6s(X2);iBj + 3φnk(X2);[khi]j
+6(Zφnφk)
[;lhi]jφkl − 6(Zφnφk);khi[jφl]l + 6ZφnφkR¯klm[lhi]jφm
−3X2φnG¯ij − 6Xφnkφkhi[jC l]l + 6XKklφkφlhi[jCm]m
+12sXφiB[jC
k]
k − 6sXφnhi[jBk]Bk + 3Xφnhi[jCkkC l]l + 3Zφnφ[kk φl]l hij
−12ZφnR¯ikφjφk + 3hij
(
1
2
sX2K
[k
k K
l]
l φn
+X2φ
[k
k K
l]
l −
1
2
R¯φn
(
Z2 +
φ4n
45
)
+ Zφnφ
[k
k φ
l]
l
)]
(4.78)
where X = −1
2
sφ2n + Y , Z =
1
6
sφ2n − Y . The boundary equations of motion for
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variation of the scalar, meanwhile, are given by
Jφ = −c2φn + c3
[−Cφn −Kijφiφj − φn¯φ]
+c4
[
−Xφn(R¯− sK [ii Kj]j )− φn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sX;iBi + 2Cφniφi
−2CKijφiφj − 2XKijφij + 2(Xφi);iK − 2(φnφi);i¯φ
+2φnR¯ijφ
iφj − 2X;iφin + 2(φnφi);jφji
]
+c5
[
6sX;iB
[iC
j]
j + 6XC
ijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
+3sXφiBi(R¯− sK [kk K l]l )− 6XCijφj(Kik ;k −K;i)− C [ii CjjCk]k φn
+3sφiB
iC
[k
k C
l]
l − 6sφiC ijB[jCk]k + 6XCφi(Kij ;j −K;i)
−6sXCφnKijKij − 6sXφiBj(R¯ij − sKKij + sKikKkj )− 6XCijφkKi[k;j]
−6sXφnKikKkjC ij + 3s(XK [ii Kj]j φnφk);k + 6(Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k
+6Xφ
[i
iK
j]
j;kφ
k + 3(Zφnφi)
;iR¯− 6(Xφi)[;jKk]kφij − 6s(Xφn)[;iKj]j φni
+6(X2)[;iKj]j;i − 3(φnφi);[iφjjφk]k − 6X;iφn;[iφj]j − 6X(φiKij)[;jCk]k + 6XB[iKj]j;iφn
+6XK [iiR¯jk
k]lφjφl − 6φnφ[ii R¯jkk]lφjφl − 6ZφnR¯ijφij − 12(Zφn);iφjR¯ij
−6sXR¯ijBiφj + 3(X2);i(Kij ;j −K ;i) + 6XφniB[iKj]j
]
(4.79)
4.5.4 Galileon in flat space
The original galileon theory [111] corresponds to a single scalar field propagating
in Minkowksi space, satisfying the “galileon” symmetry φ→ φ+bµxµ+c, where bµ
and c are constants. We can obtain the equations of motion and boundary terms
for this theory by taking the limit gµν → ηµν of the covariant galileon theory. It
follows that we recover the (by now) well known galileon action in the bulk [111],
S =
∫
M
c2X + c3Xφ+ c4Xφ
[f
f φ
g]
g + c5Xφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h (4.80)
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The boundary terms do not simplify as much, and are given by
B =
∫
∂M
(
c3 + 2c4¯φ+ 3c5φ
[f
f φ
g]
g
)
φn
(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)
−3
2
c5R¯φn
[(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)2
+
φ4n
45
]
+ c4X
2K +
3
2
c5X
2
(
R¯φn + 2φ
[i
iK
j]
j
)
(4.81)
One might be puzzled by the presence of curvature terms in this expression. How-
ever, even though the bulk geometry is flat, the same need not be true of the
boundary if it corresponds to a non-trivial embedding. That is not to say that
there is no simplification whatsoever. Because the bulk is flat, the Gauss-Codazzi
relations lead to the following identities,
R¯ijkl = sKk[iKj]l
0 = D¯jKij − D¯iK
We have already used the first of these in expressing (4.81).
The bulk equations of motion are the usual galileon equations [111],
εφ = c2φ+ c3φ
[f
f φ
g]
g + c4φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h + c5φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h
hφ
l]
l (4.82)
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while the boundary equations of motion are given by
Jφ = −c2φn + c3
[−Cφn −Kijφiφj − φn¯φ]
+c4
[
− φn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sX;iBi + 2Cφniφi
−2CKijφiφj − 2XKijφij + 2(Xφi);iK − 2(φnφi);i¯φ
+2φnR¯ijφ
iφj − 2X;iφin + 2(φnφi);jφji
]
+c5
[
6sX;iB
[iC
j]
j + 6XC
ijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
−C [ii CjjCk]k φn + 3sφiBiC [kk C l]l − 6sφiC ijB[jCk]k − 6sXCφnKijKij − 6XCijφkKi[k;j]
−6sXφnKikKkjC ij + 3s(XK [ii Kj]j φnφk);k + 6(Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k
+6Xφ
[i
iK
j]
j;kφ
k + 3(Zφnφi)
;iR¯− 6(Xφi)[;jKk]kφij − 6s(Xφn)[;iKj]j φni
+6(X2)[;iKj]j;i − 3(φnφi);[iφjjφk]k − 6X;iφn;[iφj]j − 6X(φiKij)[;jCk]k + 6XB[iKj]j;iφn
+6XK [iiR¯jk
k]lφjφl − 6φnφ[ii R¯jkk]lφjφl − 6ZφnR¯ijφij − 12(Zφn);iφjR¯ij
−6sXR¯ijBiφj + 6XφniB[iKj]j
]
(4.83)
where we recall that Cij and Bi are given by equations (4.60) and (4.61) respec-
tively. Note that all of these formulae agree with those presented in [84], save
for the boundary curvature terms. It seems that the possibility of a non-trivial
embedding and the resulting boundary curvature was not considered in [84]. It
might be interesting to see what effect these additional terms have on the value
of the on-shell Hamiltonian calculated in [85] and discussed in chapter 2.
4.6 Summary
By computing the boundary terms and junction conditions for thin shells in Horn-
deski’s theory, we have opened up the possibilty of further applications. The
boundary terms, being the analogue of the Gibbons-Hawking term [73, 74] in GR,
enable us to apply Euclidean path integral methods to the theory. Armed with the
junction conditions one can in principle construct Coleman-De Luccia instantons
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[92], and use the well defined action to compute tunnelling rates. Indeed, such
analyses may capture salient features of tunnelling within the string landscape
[93], at least if we can treat Horndeski’s theory as a toy representation.
The junction conditions will also enable us to study collapse of a spherical
shell in a large class of modified gravity theories, along the lines initiated for the
cubic covariant galileon in [82], helping to develop our understanding of Vain-
shtein screening. Furthermore, given that our results do not depend on spacetime
dimension, we are now in a position to study the dynamics of braneworlds in a
Horndeski bulk (for reviews of braneworld gravity, see [105, 106]). In particular it
might be interesting to see what effect consistent violation of null energy [86] in
the bulk has on the dynamics of the brane, especially in view of [94].
Given the most general scalar-tensor theory that we explored in some detail in
this chapter, it is natural to ask, what is the most general multiple-scalar-tensor
theory. In the next chapter we do precisely this and take the generalisation scheme
one step further, to build a generalised scalar-tensor theory with multiple scalar
fields.
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Chapter 5
Covariant multi-Galileons and
their generalisation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we work towards a multi-scalar analogue of Horndeski’s theory, de-
scribing the most general theory of multiple scalars and a single tensor, admitting
second order field equations. We begin with the multi-galileon theory described
in D dimensional Minkowski space1[120, 121, 122, 123]
Smulti-gal =
∫
M
dDx
D+1∑
m=1
αi1...imπi1∂
[a2∂a2πi2 · · · ∂am]∂amπim (5.1)
where αi1...im is symmetric, and derive its covariant completion. This is achieved by
first minimally coupling the scalars to gravity which generically introduces higher
order field equations. To restore the system to second order we add curvature
dependent counter terms and arrive at the following
Scov-multi-gal =
∫
M
dDx
√−g
D+1∑
m=1
αi1...imπi1∇a2∇[a2πi2 · · · ∇am∇am]πim+
D+1∑
m=3
⌊m−1
2
⌋∑
n=1
Cmn
(5.2)
1Throughout this thesis, antisymmetrization omits the usual factor of 1/n!
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where
Cmn =
(
−1
4
)n
(m− 1)!
(m− 2n− 1)!(n!)2α
i1...imπi1Xi2i3 · · ·Xi2ni2n+1
×∇a2n+2∇[a2n+2πi2n+2 · · · ∇am∇amπimRb1c1b1c1 · · ·Rbncn]bncn (5.3)
for n > 0. We have also defined Xij =
1
2
∇aπi∇aπj, using i, j, k to label the scalar,
and a, b, c to label the spacetime indices. For N scalars, i, j, k run from 1 . . . N ,
and in D dimensions a, b, c run from 0 . . . D − 1.
The covariant mutli-galileon theory (5.2) describes a multiple scalar-tensor
theory, with potentially interesting applications, ranging from multi-field galileon
inflation [124] to covariant self-tuning scenarios (see section 5.4). In the case of a
single scalar field, our theory does not quite reduce to the covariant galileon theory
presented in [112] owing to the fact that the flat-space Lagrangians differ by a total
derivative and this affects the subsequent covariant completion. Of course, both
versions of the covariant single galileon still correspond to a subset of Horndeski’s
theory. The derivation of our covariant multi-galileon theory is presented in section
5.2, with some details postponed to appendix (C). The appendix also includes the
resulting field equations.
In section 5.3 we begin to generalise this theory, with a view to deriving a
multi-scalar version of Horndeski. Using methods similar to those presented in
[108], we first introduce the following generalised multi-galileon theory,
Smulti-scalar =
∫
M
dDx A(X¯ij, πl) +
D−1∑
m=1
Ak1...km(X¯ij, πl)∂
[a1∂a1πk2 · · · ∂am]∂amπkm
(5.4)
where X¯ij =
1
2
∂aπi∂
aπj. We prove in chapter 6, that it is the most general multi-
scalar theory defined on Minkowski space, preserving second order field equations,
provided ∂A
i1...im
∂X¯kl
is symmetric in all of its indices i1, . . . im, k, l. We can covariantise
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this theory in the way described earlier, thereby arriving at the following
Scov-multi-scalar =
∫
M
dDx
√−g A(Xij, πl) + Ak(Xij, πl)πk
+
D−1∑
m=2
(−4)n¯n¯!(m− 2n¯)!
m!
[
∂n¯
∂Xk1k2 · · · ∂Xk2n¯−1k2n¯
Bk1...kmm (Xij, πl)
]
∇a1∇[a1πk1 · · · ∇am∇am]πkm
+
D−1∑
m=2
n¯∑
n=1
Qmn , (5.5)
where n¯ = ⌊m
2
⌋ and
Qmn =
(−4)n¯−nn¯!(m− 2n¯)!
n!(m− 2n)!
[
∂n¯−n
∂Xk1k2 · · · ∂Xk2(n¯−n)−1k2(n¯−n)
B
k2(n¯−n)+1...km−2n
m (Xij, πl)
]
∇a1∇[a1πk1 · · · ∇am−2n∇am−2nπkm−2nRb1c1b1c1 · · ·Rbncn]bncn (5.6)
Note that it is convenient to rewriteAk1...km = (−4)
n¯n¯!(m−2n¯)!
m!
∂n¯
∂Xk1k2 ···∂Xk2n¯−1k2n¯
Bk1...kmm
for m ≥ 2. This generalised theory of multiple scalars and a single tensor reduces
to Horndeski’s theory for the case of a single scalar, and we conjecture that it
represents the multi-scalar generalisation. Again, the potential applications of
this theory are likely to be considerable, from multi-field inflation to a possible
multi-field extension of the Fab-Four [119]. These and other future directions are
discussed in greater detail in section 5.4.
5.2 Multi-Galileons and covariantization
We begin with the action describing multiple galileon fields in Minkowski space
[123],
Smulti-gal =
∫
M
dDx
D+1∑
m=1
αi1...imπi1∂
[a2∂a2πi2 · · · ∂am]∂amπim (5.7)
where αi1...im is completely symmetric. Recall that anitsymmetrization omits the
usual factor of 1/n! and that the indices i, j, k label the scalar field, while a, b, c are
spacetime indices. The first step towards covariantizing this theory is to couple
gravity minimally, promoted partial derivatives to covariant ones, ∂a → ∇a, such
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that
Smulti-gal →
∫
M
dDx
√−g
D+1∑
m=1
αi1i2...imπi1∇[a2a2πi2 . . .∇am]amπim (5.8)
Here we use the notation ∇ab ≡ ∇a∇b and repeated indices are summed over.
Indeed, let us summarize the notation we will adopt for the remainder of this
chapter in the following table. It is also convenient define the following scalars for
Notation Description Definition/Example
i, j, k . . . Internal indices of the field πi, πj etc., i, j, k ∈ {1 . . . N}
a, b, c . . . Space-time indices ∇a a, b, c ∈ {0 . . . D − 1}
∇ab,∇ab Double covariant derivative ∇ab ≡ ∇a∇b, ∇ab ≡ ∇a∇b
I2p, Jq Collective unordered internal index I2p ≡ {r1 . . . r2p}, Jq ≡ {s1 . . . sq}
Ex: AI2J3B
I2CJ3 = Ai1...i5B
i1i2C i3i4i5
aˆ, bˆ, cˆ . . . Antisymmetrized space-time index X aˆbˆ × Y cˆdˆeˆ × Z fˆ gˆ ≡ X [abY cdeZfg]
Table 5.1: Notations
the sake of brevity,
EI2p = (∇a1πr1∇a1πr2) . . .
(∇apπr2p−1∇apπr2p) (5.9)
FJq =
(∇a1 aˆ1πs1) . . . (∇aq aˆqπsq)
Gr = R
aˆ1bˆ1
a1b1 . . . R
aˆr bˆr
arbr
Here we take EI0 = FJ0 = G0 = 1 and EI2p = FJq = Gr = 0 when p, q, r are
negative. According to our notations we can write the mth order Lagrangian
term as
Cm0 ≡ αi1i2...imπi1∇[a2a2πi2 . . .∇am]amπim = αi1Jm−1πi1FJm−1 (5.10)
Variation of this term induced by πk → πk + δπk where k is an arbitrary integer
between 1 and N is given by,
δCm0 = α
kJm−1FJm−1δπk + (m− 1)αi1kJm−2πi1∇aaˆδπkFJm−2 (5.11)
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and after integrating by parts we get,
δCm0 =
{
αkJm−1FJm−1 + (m− 1)αi1kJm−2∇aaˆπi1FJm−2
+(m− 1)(m− 2)αi1ki3Jm−3(2∇aπi1∇aˆbˆ∇bπi3FJm−3 + πi1∇a∇aˆbˆ∇bπi3FJm−3
}
δπk
=
{
αkJm−1FJm−1 + (m− 1)αi1kJm−2∇aaˆπi1FJm−2
+(m− 1)(m− 2)αi1ki3Jm−3(∇aπi1∇cπi3RaˆbˆbcFJm−3
−1
4
πi1∇cπi3(∇cRaˆbˆab)FJm−3 +
1
2
πi1R
aˆbˆ
bc∇acπi3FJm−3
)}
δπk (5.12)
Here we have used the Riemann and Bianchi identities in the second step. To
remove the term containing third derivatives in the metric we add the following
counter term to the action.
Cm1 = −
1
8
αi1I2Jm−3πi1EI2FJm−3G1 (5.13)
Although the variation of EI2 would generate the correct term to cancel the higher
derivative term in (5.12, a further higher order term would be generated through
the variation of FJm−3 . Thus it is clear that a finite number of counter terms
should be added recursively at each order in π. We find that the counter term
needed at the nth step is given by (see Appendix (C) for details),
Cmn = T
i1I2nJm−2n−1
n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn (5.14)
where,
T i1...imn =
(
−1
8
)n
(m− 1)!
(m− 2n− 1)!(n!)2α
i1...im m ≥ 3 (5.15)
It turns out that these counter terms are also sufficient to remove higher deriva-
tive terms generated in the gab equation of motion (see Appendix (C)). Thus
a covariant generalization of multi-galileon theory, preserving second order field
equations, is given by
Scov-mutli-gal =
∫
dDx
√−g
D+1∑
m=1
⌊m−1
2
⌋∑
n=0
Cmn (5.16)
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Of course, this was already expressed using more familiar notation in equation
(5.2). The corresponding field equations are given by equations (C.9) and (C.15)
in Appendix (C). For a single scalar field this theory does not quite reduce to the
one presented in [112], although it does still correspond to a subset of Honrdeski’s
theory [107, 108]. The reason for the slight discrepancy is that our starting point
in Minkowski space differs from that in [112] by a total derivative and this affects
the details of the subsequent covariantisation.
5.3 Towards Multi-scalar Horndeski
Having derived the covariant multi-galileon theory, it is natural to ask if we can
go a stage further and find a multi-scalar generalisation of Horndeski’s panoptic
theory [107]. Recall that Horndeski’s theory was rediscovered by DGSZ [108] using
the following method: find the most general theory of a scalar in Minkowski space,
with second order field equations, and then covariantise the resulting theory. Here
we will conjecture the form of the most general multi-scalar theory in Minkowski
space, with second order equations of motion, and covariantise the result in order
to give a generalised multi-scalar tensor theory of gravity. We do not attempt to
prove the generality of our theory here, and leave this question as a future project.
To arrive at our proposed multi-scalar theory in Minkowski we begin by per-
forming an integration by parts on the multi-galileon action (5.1), and some rela-
belling, to arrive at the following
Smulti-gal =
∫
M
dDx−1
2
αiπi−αijX¯ij−
D−1∑
m=1
m+ 2
2
αijk1...kmX¯ij∂
[a1∂a1πk1 · · · ∂am]∂amπkm
(5.17)
where we recall that X¯ij =
1
2
∂aπi∂
aπj. An obvious generalisation of this, consistent
with the one for a single scalar presented in [108], is given by
Smulti-scalar =
∫
M
dDx A(X¯ij, πl) +
D−1∑
m=1
Ak1...km(X¯ij, πl)∂
[a1∂a1πk2 · · · ∂am]∂amπkm
(5.18)
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Taken at face value, this action will yield higher order equations of motion. How-
ever, this can be avoided by imposing the condition that ∂A
i1...im
∂X¯kl
is symmetric
in all of its indices i1, . . . im, k, l. We prove that this theory is the most general
multi-scalar theory in Minkowski space, with second order equations of motion in
chapter 6.
The next step is to covariantise the theory (5.18). As before we begin by
minimally coupling to gravity, promoting partial derivatives to covariant ones,
∂a → ∇a yielding
Smulti-scalar →
∫
dDx
√−g
D−1∑
m=0
A(Xij, πl)
i1...im∇a1 [a1πi1 . . .∇amam]πim (5.19)
with Xij :=
1
2
∇aπi∇aπj. Analogous to the covariantized multi-galileons, this
action would yield equations of motion of derivative order greater than two. Thus
we introduce the following counter terms at each order in πi to cancel those higher
derivatives.
Qmn = An(Xij, πl)
Jm−2nFJm−2nGn (5.20)
Note that Qm0 = A(Xij, πl)
i1...im∇a1 [a1πi1 . . .∇amam]πim . In order to impose the
constraint that the equations of motion are second order, we take the variation of
Qmn induced by πk → πk + δπk. We focus only on those terms that contain higher
derivatives, and using the following short-hand,
AJqn = An(Xij, πl)
Jq , ∂ijAJqn =
∂A
Jq
n
∂Xij
(5.21)
we obtain
δQmn = δA
Jm−2n
n FJm−2nGn + A
Jm−2n
n δFJm−2nGn (5.22)
= ∂ikAJm−2nn ∇aδπk∇aπiFJm−2nGn + (m− 2n)AkJm−2n−1n ∇aaˆπkFJm−2n−1Gn
After performing an integration by parts, and using both the Riemann and BIanchi
identities, we find that δQmn contains the following terms that will contribute higher
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derivatives in the equations of motion,
δQmn ⊃
{
− (m− 2n)∂ikAJm−2n−1jn ∇aπi∇a∇bˆbπjFJm−2n−1Gn
+(m− 2n)∂ijAJm−2n−1kn ∇aπi∇bbˆ∇aπiFJm−2n−1Gn
−n ∂ikAJm−2nn ∇aπi(∇aRbˆcˆbc)FJm−2nGn−1 (5.23)
−(m− 2n)(m− 2n− 1)
4
AkiJm−2n−2n ∇aπi(∇aRbˆcˆbc)FJm−2n−2Gn
}
δπk
It turns out that the first two terms cancel when we make use of the Riemann
identity [∇a∇b]∇cπi = Rabcd∇dπi. The cancellation follows from the fact that we
have the following constraint on the functions A
Jq
n ,
∂ijAIqn = ∂
(ijAIq)n (5.24)
where the bracket (ij . . . ) stands for the symmetrization of the indices. We should
also note that subsequent derivatives preserve this property of the function ie.,
∂ij∂klA
Jq
n = ∂(ij∂klA
Jq)
n .
The remaining higher order terms are now
δQmn ⊃
{
− n ∂ikAJm−2nn ∇aπi(∇aRbˆcˆbc)FJm−2nGn−1 (5.25)
−(m− 2n)(m− 2n− 1)
4
AikJm−2n−2n ∇aπi(∇aRbˆcˆbc)FJm−2n−2Gn
}
δπk
These can be cancelled off by successive counter terms, Qmn+1, provided the follow-
ing recursive relationship holds.
(s+ 1)∂ijA
Jm−2s−2
s+1 = −
(m− 2s)(m− 2s− 1)
4
AijJm−2s−2s (5.26)
Operating with (∂ij)s−n on both sides and taking the following product, we find
that
n¯−1∏
s=n
(
(∂kl)s−nAijJm−2s−2s
(∂kl)s−n∂ijAJm−2s−2s+1
)
=
AJm−2nn
(∂ij)n¯−nAJm−2n¯n¯
=
(−4)n¯−nn¯!(m− 2n¯)!
n!(m− 2n)! (5.27)
Here n¯ =
⌊
m
2
⌋
denotes the last counter term. We take A
Jm−2N¯
n¯ = B
Jm−2n¯
m to define
an arbitrary function for each m, giving,
AJm−2nn =
(−4)n¯−nn¯!(m− 2n¯)!
n!(m− 2n)! (∂
ij)n¯−nGJm−2n¯m 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯ (5.28)
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We conclude that the following generalized multi-scalar tensor theory has second
order field equations from variation of the scalars
Scov-multi-scalar =
∫
dDx
√−g
D−1∑
m=0
⌊m2 ⌋∑
n=0
Qmn (5.29)
This action is written using more familiar notation in equation (5.5). It remains to
show that it does not give rise to higher derivatives in the gab equations of motion.
Variation of the metric gives
δQmn ⊃ AJm−2nn δFJm−2nGn + AJm−2nn FJm−2nδGn
= (m− 2n)AiJm−2n−1n
(
∇aˆbπiδgab −∇aπiδgab;aˆ + 1
2
gaˆb∇cπiδgab;c
)
FJm−2n−1Gn
+nAJm−2nn FJm−2n
(
Rc
baˆcˆδgab − 2gaˆbδgab;ccˆ
)
Gn−1 (5.30)
where we again focus on terms that yield higher derivatives. Integrating by parts
and making use of the geometric identities, we find that
δQmn ⊃
{
− (m− 2n)(m− 2n− 1)
2
AijJm−2n−2n ∇cπi∇c∇dˆdπjFJm−2n−2Gngaˆb
−2n ∂ijAJm−2nn ∇cπi∇c∇dˆdπjFJm−2nGn−1gaˆb
}
δgab (5.31)
It is clear that these higher derivative terms would cancel if the same recursive
relationship (5.26) holds. We therefore conclude that our generalised theory (5.5)
gives at most second order field equations under variation of all fields. As a
consistency check of our work, it is reassuring to see that (5.5) does indeed reduce
to Horndeski’s theory [107, 108] in the case of a single scalar.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have shown how gravity may be coupled to multi-galileons
[121, 122, 123] without introducing higher order field equations, and generalised
our result, proposing a multi-scalar version of Horndeski’s panoptic scalar-tensor
theory [107, 108]. The actions for these theories are given by equations (5.2)
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and (5.5) respectively, and both may have interesting applications in multi-field
inflation and quintessence scenarios.
For the case of two galileons, the covariant theory (5.2) may be particularly rel-
evant in the context of the cosmological constant problem. In [121] it was shown
that certain classes of bigalileon theories can give rise to self-tuning, with the
physical spacetime screened from the cosmological constant b y the self-adjusting
galileon fields. This is not in contradiction to Weinberg’s famous no-go theo-
rem [125] as Poincare´ invariance is broken in the galileon sector. However, the
proposal presented in [121] was not entirely satisfactory for the following reason.
Self-tuning a large cosmological constant represents a considerable deviation from
General Relativity. Whilst this is desirable on cosmological scales, one requires
some mechanism through which deviations are screened in the solar system. In
the bigalileon theory, this was achieved through the Vainshtein mechanism (see eg.
[126]). However, if we want to self-tune a large cosmological constant and at the
same time exploit Vainshtein screening, one finds that the decoupled bigalileon
description breaks down. This begs the question, what happens in a covariant
completion of these theories when one is no longer forced to work in the decou-
pling limit? The covariant multi-galileon theory will now enable us to address this
issue and was one of the original motivations for this work.
Let us present the covariant completion of the self-tuning bigalileon theory
given as an example in [121]. In the decoupling limit, this example is given by the
action
S =
∫
d4x
M2pl
2
√−gR + Lπ,ξ + Sm[e2πgab; Ψn] (5.32)
where the bigalileon Lagrangian is given by
Lπ,ξ = 3M2plππ −
M4
µ2
πξ +
1
3µ2
π∂a∂
[aπ∂b∂
bξ∂c∂
c]ξ (5.33)
and Sm describes matter minimally coupled to the metric e
2πgab. The covariant
completion of this theory can now be immediately read off from (5.2) and is given
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by
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R + 3M2plππ −
M4
µ2
πξ +
1
3µ2
π∇a∇[aπ∇b∇bξ∇c∇c]ξ
− 1
6µ2
π(∇aπ∇aξ)∇b∇[bξRcd]cd− 1
12µ2
π(∇aξ∇aξ)∇b∇[bπRcd]cd
]
+Sm[e
2πgab; Ψn]
It would be interesting to study the behaviour of this model in some detail, as
well as the covariant completions of other self-tuning models presented in [121].
How does self-tuning manifest itself? How large a cosmological constant can one
tolerate and still be compatible with solar system tests?
Staying on the subject of self-tuning, we note that our proposed multi-scalar
version of Horndeski’s theory (5.5), puts us in a good position to generalise the
so-called Fab Four theory [119] to multiple fields. The Fab Four Lagrangians were
obtained by asking which subset of Horndeski’s theory can “solve” the cosmolog-
ical constant problem in that they screen the curvature from the vacuum energy.
Given the generality of Horndeski, this enables one to say that a self-tuning single
scalar-tensor theory in four dimensions must correspond to a Fab Four theory.
This is a rather powerful statement, but we are now in position to make it even
more powerful by generalising to multiple fields. Mutliple fields will open up new
possibilities as well, allowing for greater flexibility in deriving stable, phenomeno-
logically consistent solutions.
We drawing attention to an interesting two-scalar tensor theory which can now
be seen as a subset of the two-scalar version of our generalised theory (5.5). This
so-called Fab Five theory is an extension of certain Fab Four Lagrangians[127] and
is given by the following
SFab5 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R− c1
2
(∇π)2 + f
(
−c2
2
(∇π)2 + cG
M2
Gab∇aπ∇bπ
)]
(5.34)
When the function f is the identity, this corresponds to a theory built from John
and George from the Fab Four, along with a canonical kinetic term for the scalar.
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Generalising f introduces an additional scalar degree of freedom, and the theory
can be written as [127]
SFab5 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R− 1
2
(c1 + c2f
′(ξ))(∇π)2 + cG
M2
f ′(ξ)Gab∇aπ∇bπ + f(ξ)− ξf ′(ξ)
]
(5.35)
This corresponds to a particular two scalar-tensor theory contained within (5.5).
Whilst we have alluded to a few, at this stage it is impossible to envisage all the
potential applications of our generalised mutli-scalar tensor theory. Horndeski’s
theory is currently the focus of plenty of research, and to that we can now add
its generalisation. See [128] for some interesting recent use of Horndeski’s theory
that may now be extended to include the theory presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 6
Proof: The most general
multiple-scalar field theory in
Minkowski space-time
In this chapter we prove that the most general multiple scalar field theory in
flat-space time satisfying the conditions
i) Lagrangian contains up to second order derivatives of the fields
ii) Field equations contain up to second order derivatives of the fields
is given by,
Smulti-scalar =
∫
M
dDx A(X¯ij, πl) +
D−1∑
m=1
Ak1...km(X¯ij, πl)∂
[a1∂a1πk2 · · · ∂am]∂amπkm
(6.1)
where X¯ij =
1
2
∂aπi∂
aπj and
∂Ai1...im
∂X¯kl
is symmetric in all of its indices i1, . . . im, k, l.
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6.1 Polynomiality of the second derivatives of πi
in the Lagrangian
We start with the general multi-field action in D dimensions of the form,
S =
∫
dDxL (πi, ∂aπj, ∂b∂cπk) (6.2)
Here i, j, k are used to label different fields (i ∈ {1 . . . N}). The Euler-Lagrange
equations of this action is
∂L
∂πi
− ∂a
(
∂L
∂πi a
)
+ ∂a∂b
(
∂L
∂πi ab
)
= 0 (6.3)
Note that we occasionally resort to the notation πi a...b ≡ ∂b . . . ∂aπi for brevity. In
general only the third term on the LHS will have fourth derivatives, explicitly this
is,
∂L
∂πi cd∂πi ab
πi abcd (6.4)
imposing the constraint that this term vanishes we get,
Lab|cdπabcd = 0 (6.5)
where we used the notation, Lab|cd ≡ ∂L
∂πi cd∂πi ab
and suppressed the internal indices
for brevity. Due to the complete symmetry in the space time indices of πabcd, 6.5
implies
L(ab|cd) = 0 (6.6)
where (. . . ) stands for symmetrisation. Furthermore, the following symmetries are
trivial.
Lab|cd = Lcd|ab = Lcd|ba = Ldc|ba (6.7)
On account of these symmetries 6.6 is satisfied if and only if the following cyclic
identity holds
Lab|cd + Lac|db + Lad|bc = 0 (6.8)
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We define the tensor,
La1b1|...|anbn ≡ ∂
∂πanbn
. . .
∂
∂πa1b1
L (6.9)
This tensor naturally inherits the cyclic identity 6.8,
L...|ab|...|cd|... + L...|ac|...|db|... + L...|ad|...|bc|... = 0 (6.10)
Consider the (D+1)th derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to πab that is
given by the tensor 6.9 of rank (0,2D+2),
La1b1|...|aDbD|aD+1bD+1 (6.11)
In D dimensions it is easy to see that the components of this tensor will have
atleast 3 identical space-time indices. Using the symmetries ?? any component of
this tensor can be cast in the following two forms,
F1 = L...|aa|ab|...
F2 = L...|ab|ac|ad|... (6.12)
Now using the cyclic identity on the identical indices a of F1 yields,
F1 = 0 (6.13)
and using the cyclic identity on the first three indices a, b, a of F2 and subsequently
on the similar indices gives,
F2 = L...|ab|ac|ad|... = −1
2
L...|aa|ad|bc|... = 0 (6.14)
Thus we have established,
Theorem 6.1. The most general action that yields equations of motion of deriva-
tive order up to two, has the Lagrangian that depends polynomially on the second
derivatives of the field and the polynomial order is bounded above by D in D-
dimensions ie, Order of the polynomial ≤ D.
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6.2 The Structure of the Lagrangian L
Having established the polynomiality of the second derivatives in L, we write down
a generic term in the Lagrangian that is constrained by this fact.
L2p,q = A(X¯ij, πl)i1...ipj1...jq
∑
σ∈Sp+q
∑
p∈Sq
c(σ)d(p)
[(
∂a1πi1∂
σ(a1)πi2
)
. . .
(
∂apπi(2p−1))∂
σ(ap)πi2p
)
×∂σ(b1)p(b1) πj1 . . . ∂
σ(bq)
p(bq)
πj1
]
(6.15)
A note on notations is in order. Here i, j, k . . . denote internal indices and a, b, c . . .
are space-time indices. X¯ij =
1
2
∂aπi∂
aπj and A(X¯ij, πl)
i1... can in general be a non-
polynomial function. σ ∈ Sp+q is an element of the symmetric permutation group
acting on the positions of the space-time labels ai, bj upstairs, similarly p ∈ Sq
is an element of the symmetric permutation group acting on the positions of the
space-time labels bj downstairs. Cσ, dp are coefficients that depend on σ, p resp
(in general they can also be functions of X¯ij, πk). We observe the following facts.
i) Any term generated by the action of σ within the positions of the indices bi
can also be generated via the action of p on bi downstairs since the indices
are summed over.
ii) Any term generated by the action of σ within the positions of the indices ai
can also be generated by shuﬄing the order of internal indices ij.
On account of these facts we can avoid over-counting by reducing the symmetry
group of σ to the quotient group defined by,
Sp+q → Sp+q
Sp Sq
(6.16)
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6.2.1 Symmetricity of A(Xij, πk)
i1,i2...
So far we have established that a generic term in the Lagrangian can be cast in
the form,
L2p,q = A(X¯ij, πl)i1...ipj1...jq
∑
σ∈ Sp+q
Sp Sq
∑
p∈Sq
c(σ)d(p)
[(
∂a1πi1∂
σ(a1)πi2
)
. . .
(
∂apπi2p−1)∂
σ(ap)πi2p
)
×∂σ(b1)p(b1) πj1 . . . ∂
σ(bq)
p(bq)
πj1
]
(6.17)
We note that any cancellation of 3’rd and 4’th derivatives coming from the vari-
ational principle should occur within each of these terms as they are structurally
different from each other. We ignore the variation of Ai1... for now, and focus on
terms that are of derivatives order 3 (containing (πi abc)). Let us isolate a generic
term that would give rise to 3’rd order derivatives in L(2p,q).
L2p,q ⊃ Bk,l ≡ A...k...l...
∑
σ,p
cσdp
(
∂σ(ar)πk ∂
σ(as)
p(bt)
πl
)
. . . (6.18)
where we have suppressed the dependence of the arbitrary function Ai...(X¯ij, πk)
and other factors of the fields for brevity. For the δπk variation this will contain
the term ,
δBk,l ⊃ −A...k...l...
∑
σ,p
cσdp
(
δπk ∂
σ(ar)∂
σ(as)
p(bt)
πl
)
. . . (6.19)
Note however that under the interchange of indices k, l the corresponding variation
yields a similar term i.e,
δBl,k ⊃ +A...l...k...
∑
σ,p
cσdp
(
δπk ∂
σ(ar)∂
σ(as)
p(bt)
πl
)
. . . (6.20)
These would cancel if,
A...k...l... = A...l...k... (6.21)
This implies that Ai1...(X¯ij, πk) is completely symmetric in it’s indices.
As we have seen the symmetry group of the σ would just amount to the in-
terchange of space-time labels ai ↔ bj. On account of the symmetry in Ai1..., it
does not matter which labels are interchanged i.e, all such operations form an
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equivalence class labelled by how many pairs are interchanged. Now consider the
case where two interchanges are made, we write a generic term of this type, and
omit the internal indices and the function Ai... as they don’t play any role in this
argument, due to the symmetricity of Aı...,
C ≡ cpcσπaiπajπbkπblπaip(bk)π
aj
p(bl)
. . . (6.22)
Here we have interchanged ai ↔ bk, aj ↔ bl. This term would give rise to 4’th
derivatives in the eom given by,
δijC ⊃ 2cpcσπaiπajπbkπbl
(
πaip(bk)
aj
p(bl)
)
δπ . . . (6.23)
Here δij denotes the variation and the subsequent integration by parts restricted
to the factors πaip(bk)π
aj
p(bl)
. Note that C is invariant under the interchange of either
ai ↔ aj or p(bk) ↔ p(bl), this means that the 4’th derivative term in δC would
vanish only if all terms proportional to C vanish. Thus we have established,
Theorem 6.2. The action of σ is necessarily limited to just the interchange of
at most 1 index ai ↔ bj, if the condition (ii) is to be satisfied. Thus the L2p,q is
restricted to
L0,q = Ai1...iq
∑
p∈Sq
cp∂
b1
p(b1)
π(i1) . . . ∂
bq
p(bq)
π(iq) (6.24)
L2,q = Ai1...iq+2
∑
p∈Sq
cp∂aπi1∂
b1π(i2)∂
a
p(b1)
π(i3) . . . ∂
bq
p(bq)
π(iq+2) (6.25)
Having resolved the σ permutations we focus on the permutation p acting on
the indices bi downstairs.
Definition 6.3. T ij is a transposition map that acts on individual instances of
the permutations generated by p and interchanges bi ↔ bj,
T ij : P ijk → P jik
Note that T ij ◦ T ji = id. Here P ijk is an instance of the permutation where bi
appears before bj and k ∈ {1, . . . q!/2}.
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Two permutations P ijk , P
i′j′
k′ are identical if they are related by the relabelling
of the indices bi. Relabelling of bk ↔ bl would change their order both upstairs
and downstairs, which can be put back into the allowed form by interchanging
the fields that carry the relabelled indices upstairs. Let us illustrate this by an
example. Consider the following term in the series, where we have again omitted
the symmetric function Ai1... and the remaining factors of the field,
∂b2b4πir∂
b3
b6
πir+1 . . . ∂
b7
b2
πir+5∂
b8
b3
πir+6 (6.26)
relabelling b2 ↔ b3 yields the identical term,
∂b3b4πir∂
b2
b6
πir+1 . . . ∂
b7
b3
πir+5∂
b8
b2
πir+6 (6.27)
But permutation group p would not alter the indices upstairs therefore we have to
move the fields back such that the order upstairs is unchanged. We can interchange
the positions of the terms ∂b3b4πir , ∂
b2
b6
πir+1 invariantly since the function A
i1... is
symmetric. We get the identical term
∂b2b6πir+1∂
b3
b4
πir . . . ∂
b7
b3
πir+5∂
b8
b2
πir+6 (6.28)
comparing this to 6.26 we see that it differs by two transpositions acting on the
original term interchanging b2 ↔ b3 and b4 ↔ b6, in other words it is operated by
the map T 23 ◦ T 46. Thus we have established,
Theorem 6.4. Two identical terms generated by the permutation group p neces-
sarily differ by an even number of transpositions acting downstairs.
Definition 6.5. M [ik][jl] is a map acting on the permutation P ijr and relabels
bi ↔ bk and bj ↔ bl i.e,
M [ik][jl] : P ijr → P klr (6.29)
The two maps T ij and M [ik][jl] can be expressed succinctly with the following
commutative diagram. It is clear from this diagram that there is an induced map
M [ik][jl] : T ij → T kl.
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P ijr P
kl
r′
P jir P
lk
r′
M [ik][jl]
T ij
M [ik][jl]
T kl
Figure 6.1: Commutative diagram of the maps T ij,M [ik][jl]
Consider a given term in the permutation series, where once again we drop the
internal indices and focus only on the two relevant factors for brevity,
cpP
ij
k = cp . . . ∂
br
bi
π . . . ∂bsbj π . . . (6.30)
Under the action of T ij we get,
cp′P
ji
k = cp′ . . . ∂
br
bj
π . . . ∂bsbi π . . . (6.31)
Both of these terms are distinct on account of theorem 6.4. Varying the second
derivatives and integrating by parts would yield for each of these terms
δij
(
cpP
ij
k
) ⊃ 2cp . . . δπ . . . ∂brbj ∂bsbi π . . . (6.32)
and
δji
(
cp′P
ji
k
) ⊃ 2cp′ . . . δπ . . . ∂brbj ∂bsbi π . . . (6.33)
Note that there is also a natural induced map between the coefficients, T ijinduced :
cp → cp′ . Now let us observe the following facts,
i) Every 4’th derivative term occurring in the field equation originates from
the pairs (P ijk , P
ji
k ), (P
kl
k′ , P
lk
k′ ) connected by transposition map and the map
M [ki][lj] as shown in fig(6.1).
ii) We can set the coefficients cp of terms in Lagrangian differing by relabelling of
the indices(i.e same terms) to be equal to each other without loss of generality.
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This implies that under the action of any transposition map T ij we must have
T ijinduced : cp → −cp, if the 4’th derivative terms are to cancel. At the level of
Lagrangian this implies that, interchanging any indices bi downstairs would flip
the sign of the Lagrangian. Thus we have resolved the permutation coefficients
cp, that is to say, all the indices bi downstairs are anti-symmetrised. Now we can
express L2,q,Lq as,
L2,q = Ai1i2...iq+2 ∂aπi1 ∂b1πi2 ∂a[b1πi3 ∂b2b2πi4 . . . ∂
bq
bq ]
πiq+2 (6.34)
Lq = Ai1i2...iq ∂b1[b1πi1 ∂b2b2πi2 . . . ∂
bq
bq ]
πiq (6.35)
It has been shown in [108] that L2,q is in fact a linear combination of Lk with
k ∈ {0 . . . q} and LD is a linear combination of Lk with k ∈ {0 . . . (D−1)}. Hence
only one of these terms is independent. Now it is a simple matter to see that
in order for the 3’rd derivative terms coming from the variation of the function
A(Xij, πk) to cancel, we must have the condition that,
∂Ai1...im
∂X¯kl
is symmetric in all
of its indices i1, . . . im, k, l. Thus we have established our final result,
Theorem 6.6. The most general multiple scalar field theory in flat space-time
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) is given by,
Smulti-scalar =
∫
M
dDx A(X¯ij, πl) +
D−1∑
m=1
Ak1...km(X¯ij, πl)∂
[a1∂a1πk2 · · · ∂am]∂amπkm
where X¯ij =
1
2
∂aπi∂
aπj and
∂Ai1...im
∂X¯kl
is symmetric in all of its indices i1, . . . im, k, l.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Outlook
7.1 Summary
This thesis has been focused towards some aspects and generalisations of scalar-
tensor theories. In Chapter 1 we introduced and discussed the cosmological con-
stant problem, we motivated the need to look for theories that modify gravity
in the infrared and discussed degravitation, self-tuning, and quintessence in this
context. In Section 2.2 we discussed how Lorentz invariance implies gauge redun-
dancy and equivalence principle, placing GR as the unique low-energy theory of
spin-2 interacting massless particles. Sections 2.3 - 2.5 were a brief survey of some
historically important scalar-tensor theories discussing their characteristic features
and inconsistencies. We discussed the DGP decoupling limit and the ghost mode
around self accelerating solutions, and saw how this is overcome in the Galileon
field theory that is originally set up as a generalisation of DGP decoupling limit.
Furthermore we studied how Vainshtein mechanism plays a crucial role in making
these theories consistent with the predictions of GR in solar system scales. This
was shown to be achieved by the dominance of non-linear terms in dense environ-
ments. We concluded Chapter 2 with Ostrogradski theorem which states that any
system with equations of motion of derivative order greater than two suffers from
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catastrophic instabilities.
In chapter 3 we computed the Hamiltonian of Galileon field theory living in a
bounded space-time taking into account the boundary contributions arising from
this computation. We saw how the ghost instability is manifested as negative
energy for spherically symmetric profile sourced by a point source. Furthermore,
we discussed how non-linear terms in the Lagrangian regularize the energy near
the point source.
In Chapter 4 we analysed the most general scalar-tensor theory in 4-D, the
Horndeski theory. We computed the boundary terms that make the action well
posed and the junction conditions to be satisfied across a codimension-1 brane, this
computation was done for arbitrary dimensions. We mentioned how the Gibbons-
Hawking type boundary terms enables one to employ Euclidean path integral
methods as well as study the brane world dynamics in Horndeski bulk.
In Chapter 5 we extended the generalisation scheme started in [108] to multiple
scalar fields. Here we built up a generalised multiple scalar-tensor theory in arbi-
trary dimensions that is constrained by having equations of motion of derivative
order up to two. This powerful framework provides a starting point for analysis
on multi-field inflation, self-tuning theories, etc..
Chapter 6 provides a proof of the most general multiple scalar field theory in
flat space-time with field equations of derivative order up to two.
7.2 Outlook
This thesis presents some mathematical analysis on Galileon field theory and Horn-
deski theory, further, a generalisation to multiple-scalar tensor theory was devel-
oped. These investigations of Galileon field theory and the generalisation scheme
can be taken further. We discuss some of the possible directions.
Most of the field theories in physics have only solutions that satisfy the NEC
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condition, namely,
T µνnµnν ≥ 0 (7.1)
with nµn
µ = 0. The usual field theories with quadratic kinetic terms are unstable
and have superluminal modes around NEC violating solutions, if it exists. This is
not so, for Galileon field theory due to its higher derivative structure. Furthermore
satisfying NEC is a necessary condition for the general singularity theorems in GR.
In particular for a FRLW metric NEC condition reduces to
p+ ρ ≥ 0 (7.2)
Given that for spatially flat universe,
M2p H˙ = −
1
2
(p+ ρ) (7.3)
any matter content that satisfies NEC forbids a non-singular bounce. Famously,
flat-space Galileons have de-Sitter solutions that violate NEC and possess pertur-
bative stability. Yet they suffer from superluminal propagation on rotationally
symmetric backgrounds. Armed with the most general scalar-tensor theory with
2nd order field equations, one could investigate this further. Starting from Horn-
deski’s scalar-tensor theory we can reverse engineer to identify the sectors within
Horndeski’s theory that have perturbatively stable cosmological solutions, violat-
ing NEC. At least in the flat space limit one of the sectors would be the Galileon
theory itself but it is unclear whether any other theories exist obeying these con-
straints. Horndeski’s theory being a superset which includes but is not limited
to the existing modified gravity theories that pass the solar system tests, one ex-
pects to uncover novel theories with peculiar characteristics like Galileons. Once
a catalogue of theories of this type has been established one can impose further
constraints like subluminal propagation of the perturbations, and constrain the
possible theories further. A recently such a theory was presented in [?]. However
a systematic approach would uncover all such theories.
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The weakest non-local energy condition is the averaged null energy condi-
tion(ANEC) that requires,
∫
Γ
Tab(x(λ))n
anbdλ ≥ 0 (7.4)
here Γ is any null curve with na being the tangent vector-field that generates it and
λ is an affine parameter. Given that Galileons consist of NEC violating solutions
as discussed above, one can ask whether these solutions violate ANEC as well.
This straight forward analysis would lead to important conclusions. The existence
of solutions that also violate ANEC clearly rules out many of the global results
in GR including singularity theorems, positive energy theorem and topological
censorship, since in order for these results to hold, atleast the ANEC has to be
satisfied.
In a recent paper[24] Burrage et al argued that closed time-like curves (CTC)
are forbidden in Galileon field theory coupled to gravity by a mechanism analo-
gous to Hawking’s[34] chronology protection conjecture. They assumed a compact
Minkowski space-time with periodicity in one space-like direction, and showed that
when a closed space-like curve is continuously deformed to form a CTC, quantum
fluctuations become arbitrarily large and take the theory beyond its cut-off scale
making the effective field description invalid. Given this scenario there appears
to be a tension with regards to the quantum effects of field theories. Expectation
value of the stress-energy tensor of all quantum fields violate NEC and naively, one
expects that this quantum effect would aid the formation of pathologies like worm-
holes etc. However this is in contrast with the very same quantum back-reaction
that underlies chronology protection. Using the formalism of semi-classical gravity
defined by Gab = 8πG < Tab >ren, quantum effects of non-linear field theories, in
particular Galileon field theory, can be incorporated. This would be a generaliza-
tion of the analysis in [48] for non-linear field theories. Where the authors studied
linear, massless scalar field theories with arbitrary curvature coupling and showed
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that violation of ANEC is limited to the Planck scale. One can do a similar anal-
ysis for non-linear field theories with derivative interactions, the effects of which
might be qualitatively different from free scalar field theories. The result of this
investigation would be to resolve whether or not ANEC is violated on macroscopic
scales in the presence of non-linear scalar field theories. If such a violation occurs
it would be a strong counter argument against Hawking’s chronology protection
conjecture and would also invalidate singularity theorems.
Horndeski’s proof of the most general scalar-tensor theory that yields field
equations of derivative order up to two, starts from a very general Lagrangian of
the form,
L = L
(
gab, gab,c; . . . gab,c1...,cp ;φ;φ,a; . . . ;φ,a1...,aq
)
(7.5)
we saw that the same action was rediscovered by Deffayet et al[108]. Where they
found the most general scalar field theory in flat background with field equations of
derivative order up to two in arbitrary dimensions. Remarkably, when this theory
restricted to 4-dimensions, is covariantized as described in Chapter 5, it was shown
that it yields the Horndeski action. It can be expected that this covariantizing
prescription starting from the most general scalar/multiple-scalar field theories
would also yield the most general scalar-tensor theories. However, a proof of this
does not exist as yet. With the techniques developed in Chapter 6 one could try
to prove that these generalised theories are in fact the most general theories.
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Appendix A
A.1 Bulk decomposition in detail
Consider the general nth order term appearing in the π−Lagrangian. The highest
order possible is (n+ 1) in space-time of n-dimensions.
L(n) = −αn
{
πa2π
[a2πa3a3 . . . π
an]
an
}
(A.1)
First we make note of the following general identities which we would make use of
repeatedly. Note that Einstein-summation is assumed for repeated indices.
T a1a2...ana1a2...an = T
ti2...in
ti2...in
+ · · ·+ T i1i2...t...ini1i2...t...in + · · ·+ T
i1i2...in−1t
i1i2...in−1t
+ T i1i2...ini1i2...in (A.2)
π[tπi1i1π
i2
i2
. . . π
in]
in
= πtπ
[i1
i1
πi2i2 . . . π
in]
in
− nπi1π[ti1πi2i2 . . . π
in]
in
(A.3)
T
[t,i1,i2...,in]
i1,i2...,in
= T
t[i1i2...in]
i1i2...in
− 1
(n− 1)!T
i1[ti2...in]
[i1i2...in]
(A.4)
Using (A.2) Ln can be cast in the following form.
L(n) = −αn
{
πtπ
[tπi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
+ (n− 2)πi2π[i2πtt . . . πin]in + πi2π[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
}
(A.5)
Integrating by parts with respect to the upper time index in the second term
before doing the anti-commutation operation we get,
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L(n) = −αn
{
(n− 1)πtπ[tπi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
+ πi2π
[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
+ (n− 2)∂[t|
[
πtπi3π
|i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]}
(A.6)
using (A.3) on the first term and (A.4) on the last term we get,
= −αn
{
(n− 1)πtπtπ[i3i3 . . . π
in]
in
− (n− 1)(n− 2)πtπi3π[ti3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
+ πi2π
[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
+ (n− 2)∂t
[
πtπi3π
[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
− (n− 2)
(n− 3)!∂
i3
[
πtπ
[tπ[i3π
i4
i4
. . . π
in]
in
]}
again using (A.3) for the last term we get,
= −αn
{
(n− 1)πtπtπ[i3i3 . . . π
in]
in
− (n− 1)(n− 2)πtπi3π[ti3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
+ (n− 2)∂t
[
πtπi3π
[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
− (n− 2)
(n− 3)!∂
i3
[
πtπ
tπ[i3π
[i4
i4
. . . π
in]
in
]
+
(n− 2)(n− 3)
(n− 3)! ∂
i3
[
πtπ
i4π[i3π
[t
i4
πi5i5 . . . π
in]
in]
]
+ πi2π
[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
}
= αn
{
nC2π˙
2π
[i3
i3
. . . π
in]
in
− πi2π[i2πi3i3 . . . π
in]
in
− (n− 2)(n+ 1)
2
∂i3
[
π˙2π[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in
in
]
− (n− 2)∂t
[
π˙πi3π
[i3πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
]
+ (n− 2)(n− 3)∂i3
[
π˙πi4π
[i3πi4t π
i5
i5
. . . π
in]
in
]}
In the final step we have recast the following term as,
πtπ
i3π
[t
i3
πi4i4 . . . π
in]
in
=
1
2
πi3
(
πtπ
t
)
[,i3|
[
πi4|i4 . . . π
in
in]
]
(A.7)
and integrated by parts with respect i3 inside the commutator. Now we convert
the term involving ∂t [..] into a total derivative in full space-time by adding and
substracting a corresponding term involving a total derivative with respect to the
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spatial slices Σt. Thus we get,
Ln = αn
{
nC2π˙
2π[a3a3 . . . π
an]
an − πa2π[a2πa3a3 . . . πan]an −
(n− 1)(n+ 1)
2
∂a3
[
π˙2π[a3πa4a4 . . . π
an]
an
]
(A.8)
− (n− 2)∂µ [πµπa3π[a3πa4a4 . . . πan]an ]+ (n− 2)∂a [πaπa3π[a3πa4a4 . . . πan]an ]
+ (n− 2)(n− 3)∂a3
[
π˙πa4π
[a3πa4t π
a5
a5
. . . πan]an
]}
as promised.
A.2 Decomposing the extrinsic curvature of B
Extrinsic curvature of the time-like surface B is given by,
KBab = H
c
a [∂cVb] (A.9)
we wish to decompose this interms of the following basis of one forms,
EV = Vadx
a, Eˆa = qabdx
b, En = nadx
a (A.10)
we get,
KBV aˆ = V
bqadKBbd = 0 (A.11)
KBV V = V
aV bKBab = 0
KB
aˆbˆ
= qcaq
d
bK
B
cd = q
c
aq
d
bH
e
c [∂eVd] = −qea
[
∂eq
d
b
]
Vd = q
e
a
[
∂e[rbr
d]
]
Vd = (V.r)K
1
ab
KBaˆn = q
b
an
cKBbc = q
b
an
cHdb [∂dVc] = q
d
an
c [∂dVc]
= qban
cHdc [∂dVb] = q
b
an
d [∂dVb] = Vbn
d
[
∂d[rar
b]
]
= (V.r)nd [∂dra]
Thus,
KBab = Kaˆbˆ − 2n(a|KBn|bˆ) + nanbKBnn (A.12)
as expected.
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A.3 Decomposing the derivatives DaDbπ, D¯aD¯bπ
First we derive the following results to be used later,
K1ab = q
c
aDcrb = q
c
aγ
d
c γ
e
b [∂dre] = q
d
aγ
e
b [∂dre] = q
d
a [∂d[γ
e
bre]] = q
d
a [∂drb] (A.13)
K2ab = q
c
a
[
D¯cnb
]
= qcaH
d
cH
e
b [∂dne] = q
d
aH
e
b [∂dne] = q
d
aq
e
b [∂dne] = q
d
ane [∂d[rbre]]
= (n.r)qda [∂drb] = (n.r)K
1
ab (A.14)
DˆaDˆbπ = Dˆa[q
c
b ∂cπ] = q
d
aq
e
b∂d[q
c
e ∂cπ] = q
d
aq
c
b [∂c∂dπ]− qdaqeb [∂dre]Drπ (A.15)
= qdaq
c
b [∂c∂dπ]−K1abDrπ
qdarbr
c [∂c∂dπ] = q
d
arb [∂d(r
c∂cπ)]− qdarb [∂drc] ∂cπ = rb
[
DˆaDrπ
]
− rbK1acDˆcπ (A.16)
rarbr
crd∂c∂dπ = rarbr
c∂c(r
d∂dπ)− rarbrc(∂crd)∂dπ
= rarbD
2
rπ − rarb(rcDcrd)∂dπ = rarbD2rπ (A.17)
we have used the result raD
arb = 0 in the last equality.
qdanbn
c∂c∂dπ = nbq
d
a∂d(n
c∂cπ)− nbqda(∂dnc)(∂cπ) (A.18)
= nbDˆaDnπ − nbqda[Hce + V cVe](∂dne)(∂cπ)
= nbDˆaDnπ − nbK2acDˆcπ − nbqdaVe∂dneDV π
= nbDˆaDnπ − nbK2acDˆcπ + nbKBaˆnDV π
nanbn
cnd∂c∂dπ = nanbn
c∂c(n
d∂dπ)− nanb(nc∂cnd)∂dπ (A.19)
= nanbD
2
nπ − nanb[Hde + V dVe](nc∂cne)∂dπ
= nanbD
2
nπ − nanb(ncD¯cnd)∂dπ − nanbncVe∂cneDV π
= nanbD
2
nπ + nanbK
B
nnDV π
we used naD¯
anb = 0 in the last equality.
DaDbπ = Da[γ
c
b∂cπ] = γ
d
aγ
e
b∂[γ
c
e∂cπ] = γ
d
aγ
c
b∂c∂dπ (A.20)
= qdaq
c
b∂c∂dπ + 2q
d
(a|r|b)r
c∂c∂dπ + rarbr
crd∂c∂dπ
= DˆaDˆbπ +K
1
ab + 2r(a|Dˆ|b)Drπ − 2r(a|K1|b)cDˆcπ + rarbD2rπ
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where A.13, A.15, A.16, A.17 was used.
D¯aD¯bπ = D¯a[H
c
b∂cπ] = H
d
aH
e
b∂d[H
c
e∂cπ] = H
d
aH
c
b∂c∂dπ +H
d
aH
e
b (∂dH
c
e)(∂cπ)
(A.21)
= qdaq
c
b∂c∂dπ − 2qd(a|n|b)nc∂c∂dπ + nanbncnd∂c∂dπ −HdaHeb∂d[VeV c]∂cπ
= qdaq
c
b∂c∂dπ − 2qd(a|n|b)nc∂c∂dπ + nanbncnd∂c∂dπ −KBabDV π
= DˆaDˆbπ − θK1abDnπ − 2n(a|Dˆ|b)Dnπ + 2n(a|K2|b)cDˆcπ + nanbD2nπ
where A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14, A.15, A.18, A.19 was used.
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A.4 Boundary term at 5th order
S5total−boundary = α5
∫
dt
∫
St
{
− 9π˙2
[
π[rπ
bˆ
bˆ
πcˆcˆ] + (πr)
3K
[1b
b K
1cˆ]
cˆ + 2πrK
1[b
b K
1c]
d πcπ
d
+ (πr)
2π
[bˆ
[bˆ
K
1c]
c] + 2π
[bˆ
bˆ
K
1c]
d πcπ
d − 2πrK [1bb πcˆ]πrcˆ
]
(A.22)
+ 3(1 + θ2)−
1
2 (θπ˙ + (1 + θ2)
1
2πr)
[
− (πrπ[r| + πnπ[n|)πbˆ|bˆπ
cˆ
cˆ] − (θ2π4n + π4r )K1[bˆbˆ K
1cˆ]
cˆ
+ 2(θ2π2n − π2r )πcˆπdˆK [1bb K1c]d + (θπ3n − π3r )π[bˆ[bˆK
1c]
c] − 2(θπ2nπncˆ − π2rπrc)K
[1bˆ
bˆ
πcˆ]
− 2(θπn + πr)π[bˆ
bˆ
K
1c]
d πcˆπ
dˆ + (θ2π2n − π2r )πaˆπ[aˆK1bb K1c]c + 2πaˆπ[aˆπbˆ]nπnbˆ + 2πaˆπ[aˆπb]r πrbˆ
− 2θπaˆπ[aˆK1b]c πnbˆπcˆ − 2πaˆπ[aˆK1b]c πrbˆπcˆ − 2θK1cb πaˆπ[aˆπbˆ]nπcˆ − 2K1bc πbˆπaˆπ[cˆr πaˆ]
+ 2θ2πaˆπ
[aˆK1bˆ]c K
1
bdπ
cˆπdˆ + 2πaˆπ
[aˆK1b]c K
1
bdπ
cˆπdˆ − (θπn + πr)πaˆπ[aˆπbˆ[bˆK
1c]
c]
− 2(πn2 + πr2)π[aˆπbˆ]bˆ πaˆ + 2(θπnπn2 − πrπr2)πaˆπ
[aˆK
1bˆ]
bˆ
− 2θπ2nπaˆπ[aˆnK1b]b + 2π2rπaˆπ[aˆr K1b]b + 2(θ2π2n − π2r )πaˆK1[ac K1b]b πcˆ
+ 2πnπaˆπ
[aˆ
n π
bˆ]
bˆ
+ 2πrπaˆπ
[aˆ
r π
bˆ]
bˆ
− 2(θπn + πr)π[bˆ
bˆ
K1a]c π
cˆπaˆ
]
+ 3
[
π2rπ[rπ
bˆ
bˆ
πcˆcˆ] + π
5
rK
[1b
b K
1c]
c + 2π
3
rK
[1b
b K
1c]
d πcˆπ
dˆ + π4rπ
[bˆ
[bˆ
K
1c]
c]
+ 2π2rπ
[bˆ
bˆ
K
1c]
d πcˆπ
dˆ − 2π3rK1[bb πcˆ]πrcˆ + πrπaˆπ[aˆπbˆbˆπ
cˆ]
cˆ
+ π3rπaˆπ
[aˆK1bb K
1c]
c + 2πrπrbˆπaˆπ
[aˆ
r π
bˆ] − 2πrπaˆπ[aˆK1b]c K1bdπcˆπdˆ + 2πrπaˆπ[aˆK1b]c πcˆπrbˆ
+ 2πrK
1b
c πbˆπaˆπ
[cˆ
r π
aˆ] + π2rπaˆπ
[aˆπbˆ
[bˆ
K
1c]
c] + 2πr2πrπaˆπ
[aˆπ
bˆ]
bˆ
+ 2π2rπr2πaˆπ
[aˆK
1b]
b
− 2π3rπaˆπ[aˆr K1b]b + 2π3rπaˆK1[ac K1b]b πcˆ − 2π2rπaˆπ[aˆr πbˆ]bˆ + 2π
2
rπ
[bˆ
bˆ
K1a]c π
cˆπaˆ
]
+ 6
[
πrπ˙π˙aˆπ
[aˆπ
cˆ]
cˆ + π
2
r π˙π˙aˆπ
[aˆK1c]c − π˙π˙rπbˆπ[bˆπ
cˆ]
cˆ − π˙π˙rπbˆπ[bˆK1c]c πr
]}
If one needs to restrict the above expression to the basis Eu = Uadx
a, Er =
radx
a, Eˆa = qabdx
b, the following expressions can be used to convert the relevant
terms (we omit this step for brevity),
πn = (1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙ + θπr (A.23)
πnaˆ = (1 + θ
2)
1
2 π˙aˆ + θπraˆ −KBaˆn
[
θπ˙ + (1 + θ2)
1
2πr
]
πn2 = (1 + θ
2)π¨ + 2θ(1 + θ2)
1
2 π˙r + θ
2πr2 −KBnn
[
(1 + θ2)
1
2πr + θπ˙
]
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Appendix B
B.1 Notations and Identities used in Chapter 4
This section contains identities that were useful in deriving many of the formu-
lae presented in this paper. Recall that we are using bulk coordinates xa, and
boundary coordinates ξi, and we may think of the boundary as an embedding
xa = Xa(ξ). This defines tangent vectors ∂iX
a, each of which is orthogonal to the
unit outward point normal na. Note that s = −1(+1) for space-like (time-
like) boundary. The induced metric on the boundary is defined as
hij = ∂iX
a∂jX
bgab|∂M
with the Lie derivative along the normal giving the extrinsic curvature
Kij =
1
2
Lnhij
We have repeatedly made use of the following expressions
Bi = s∂iX
anb∇a∇bφ = sD¯i∇nφ− sKijD¯jφ
Cij = ∂iX
a∂jX
b∇a∇bφ = D¯iD¯jφ+ sKij∇nφ
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and the following identites
nanbGab = −s
2
[
R¯− sK [ii Kj]j
]
na∂iX
bGab = D¯
jKij − D¯iK
∂iX
a∂iX
bGab = G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl) + LnKij − hijLnK
]
nanbRab = −LnK −KijKij
nanc∂iX
b∂jX
dRabcd = −LnKij +KikKkj
∂iX
a∂iX
bRab = R¯ij − sKKij + 2sKikKkj − sLnKij
R = R¯− sK2 − sKijKij − 2sLnK
We have assumed that the normal vector, na, to the boundary is extended along
geodesics such that, na∇anb = 0
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Appendix C
C.1 Recursive cancellation of higher order terms
via counter terms
Here we demonstrate the counter-terms defined for the covariant multi-galileon,
Cmn , give rise to recursive cancellation of higher order derivatives upon variation.
The methods described here were also applied to the generalised Horndeski theory,
although the details are slightly different. Note that in passing we will present the
field equations for the covariant multi-galileon theory (5.2)
C.1.1 πk equation of motion
Let us begin with the scalar equations of motion. The minimally coupled La-
grangian term at mth order in πr is given by,
Cm0 = α
i1...imπi1∇a2 [a2πi2 . . .∇amam]πim (C.1)
More generally we define the corresponding counter term required at the nth re-
cursive step at teh same order to be ,
Cmn = T
i1I2nJm−2n−1
n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn (C.2)
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where T i1I2nJm−2n−1n is symmetric in the last (m− 1) indices and to be determined.
Variation of Cmn induced by the variation in πk is,
δCmn = T
kI2nJm−2n−1
n EI2nFJm−2n−1δπk + 2nT
i1ki3I2n−2Jm−2n−1
n πi1∇aπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn∇aδπk
+(m− 2n− 1)T i1kI2nJm−2n−2n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn∇aaˆδπk (C.3)
and subsequent integration by parts yields,
δCmn =
{
T kI2nJm−2n−1n EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn
−2nT i1ki3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n ∇a(πi1∇aπi3EI2n−2)FJm−2n−1Gn
+2n(m− 2n− 1)T i1ki3i4I2n−2Jm−2n−2n
[
− πi1∇bπi3Rbaˆac∇cπi4EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn
+2∇aπi1∇baˆπi3∇bπi4EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn + πi1(∇abπi3∇aˆbπi4)EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn
]
+T i1kI2nJm−2n−2n (m− 2n− 1)∇aaˆπi1EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn
+2
(
n
2
)
(m− 2n− 1)T i1ki3i4i5i6I2n−4Jm−2n−2n πi1(∇abπi3∇bπi4∇caˆπi5∇cπi6)EI2n−4FJm−2n−2Gn
m− 2n− 1
2
(
m− 2n− 2
2
)
T i1ki3i4I2nJm−2n−4n πi1(R
bˆaˆ
ad∇dπi3)(Rbcp(c)e∇eπi4)EI2nFJm−2n−4Gn
−2T i1ki3I2nJm−2n−3n πi1∇caπi3RaˆbˆbcEI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
−(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
4
T i1ki3I2nJm−2n−3n (πi1∇cπi3∇cRaˆbˆab)EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
−2n2 T i1ki3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n πi1∇cπi3(∇cRaˆbˆab)EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1
}
δπk (C.4)
Notice that the last two terms contain third derivative terms in the metric,
δCmn ⊃ −
{
(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
4
T i1ki3I2nJm−2n−3n (πi1∇cπi3∇cRaˆbˆab)EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
−2n2 T i1ki3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n πi1∇cπi3(∇cRaˆbˆab)πi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1
}
δπk (C.5)
It is clear that these terms can be absorbed into each other recursively if the
following relationship holds,
T i1...ims+1
T i1...ims
= −1
8
(m− 2s− 1)(m− 2s− 2)
(s+ 1)2
(C.6)
which implies that
n−1∏
s=0
[
T i1...ims+1
T i1...ims
]
=
T i1...imn
αi1...im
=
(
−1
8
)n
(m− 1)!
(n!)2 (m− 2n− 1)! m > 2 (C.7)
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This yields the result given by equation (5.15). Finally, to express the πk equation
of motion, we collect terms that at most second order in δCmn . These are given
by
ǫ(k) mn = T
kI2nJm−2n−1
n EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn
−2nT i1ki3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n ∇a(πi1∇aπi3EI2n−2)FJm−2n−1Gn
+2n(m− 2n− 1)T i1ki3i4I2n−2Jm−2n−2n
[
− πi1∇bπi3Rbaˆac∇cπi4EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn
+2∇aπi1∇baˆπi3∇bπi4EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn + πi1(∇abπi3∇aˆbπi4)EI2n−2FJm−2n−2Gn
]
+T i1kI2nJm−2n−2n (m− 2n− 1)∇aaˆπi1EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn
+2
(
n
2
)
(m− 2n− 1)T i1ki3i4i5i6I2n−4Jm−2n−2n πi1(∇abπi3∇bπi4∇aˆcπi5∇cπi6)EI2n−4FJm−2n−2Gn
m− 2n− 1
2
(
m− 2n− 2
2
)
T i1ki3i4I2nJm−2n−4n πi1(R
bˆaˆ
ad∇dπi3)(Rbcp(c)e∇eπi4)EI2nFJm−2n−4Gn
−2T i1ki3I2nJm−2n−3n πi1∇acπi3RaˆbˆbcEI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
(C.8)
It follows that the πk equation of motion is given by,
D+1∑
m=1
⌊m−1
2
⌋∑
n=0
ǫ(k) mn = 0 (C.9)
which is, of course, at most second order in derivatives, as desired.
C.1.2 gab equation of motion
We now verify that our chosen counter-terms (5.14) also guarantee second order
equations of motion from metric variation. To this end, we first note the following
identities
δRaˆbˆabX
dˆeˆ··· =
(
δgbˆcRaˆcab − 2gbˆcδgbc;aaˆ
)
X dˆeˆ··· (C.10)
δ∇aaˆπsX dˆeˆ··· =
(
−∇baˆπsδgab −∇aπsδgab;aˆ + 1
2
gbaˆ∇cπsδgab;c
)
X dˆeˆ···(C.11)
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The variation of the counter-term induced by the metric variation is,
δCmn = T
i1I2nJm−2n−1
n
(
πi1δEI2nFJm−2n−1Gn + πi1EI2nδFJm−2n−1Gn + πi1EI2nFJm−2n−1δGn
)
= −T i1i2i3I2n−2Jm−2n−2n πi1∇aπi2∇bπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gnδgab
+(m− 2n− 1)T i1i2I2nJm−2n−2n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn
×(−∇baˆπi2δgab −∇bδgab;aˆ + 12gaˆb∇cπi2δgab;c)
+nT i1I2nJm−2n−1n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1
(
Rc
baˆcˆδgab − 2gaˆbδgab;ccˆ
)
(C.12)
so that after integration by parts we obtain,
δCmn =
{
T i1i2i3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n
[− nπi1∇aπi2∇bπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn
−4n2 πi1∇cdπi2∇cˆdπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
−4n2 πi1∇cˆ∇cdπi2∇dπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
]
+(m− 2n− 1)T i1i2I2nJm−2n−2n
[− πi1∇baˆπi2EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn + (πi1∇bπi2EI2n);aˆFJm−2n−2Gn
−1
2
(πi1∇cπi2EI2n);cFJm−2n−2Gngaˆb − 2nRcˆdˆde∇eπi2∇c(EI2nπi1)FJm−2n−2Gn−1gaˆb
−nπi1∇dcπi2RdˆeˆecEI2nFJm−2n−2Gn−1gaˆb
]
+T i1i2i3I2nJm−2n−3n
[
(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇bπi2Raˆcˆcd∇dπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
−(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇cπi2Rcddˆe∇eπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gngaˆb
−n
(
m− 2n− 1
2
)
πi1R
cˆdˆ
de∇eπi2Rcf fˆg∇gπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn−1gaˆb
]
+T i1I2nJm−2n−1n
[
nπi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1Rc
baˆcˆ − 2n∇cˆcπi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
−4n∇cπi1∇cEI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
]
−T i1i2i3I2nJm−2n−3n
(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇cˆ∇cdπi2∇dπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gngaˆb
−4n
(
n
2
)
T i1i2i3i4i5I2n−4Jm−2n−1n πi1∇cˆ(∇dπi2∇dπi3)∇c(∇eπi4∇eπi5)
×EI2n−4FJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
}
δgab (C.13)
Again, focussing on the third derivative terms,
δCmn ⊃
{
− 4n2T i1i2i3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n πi1∇cˆ∇cdπi2∇dπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1gp(a)b (C.14)
−T i1i2i3I2nJm−2n−3n
(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇cˆ∇cdπi2∇dπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gngaˆb
}
δgab
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we see that they can are recursively cancelled if the same relationship (C.6) holds.
As before, to express the metric equation of motion we collect terms up to second
order in derivatives, remembering to include the term generated by the variation
of the metric determinant
√−g. We find that the gab equations of motion are
given by,
D+1∑
m=1
⌊m−1
2
⌋∑
n=0
E (m)abn = 0 (C.15)
where E (m)abn = 12
(
ǫ
(m)ab
n + ǫ
(m)ba
n
)
and
ǫ(m)abn = −nT i1i2i3I2n−2Jm−2n−1n πi1∇aπi2∇bπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn (C.16)
−4n2 πi1∇cdπi2∇cˆdπi3EI2n−2FJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
+(m− 2n− 1)T i1i2I2nJm−2n−2n
[
− πi1∇baˆπi2EI2nFJm−2n−2Gn
+(πi1∇bπi2EI2n);aˆFJm−2n−2Gn
−1
2
(πi1∇cπi2EI2n);cFJm−2n−2Gngaˆb − 2nRcˆdˆde∇eπi2∇c(EI2nπi1)FJm−2n−2Gn−1gaˆb
−nπi1∇cdπi2RdˆeˆecEI2nFJm−2n−2Gn−1gaˆb
]
+T i1i2i3I2nJm−2n−3n
[
(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇bπi2Raˆcˆcd∇dπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn
−(m− 2n− 1)(m− 2n− 2)
2
πi1∇cπi2Rcddˆe∇eπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gngaˆb
−n
(
m− 2n− 1
2
)
πi1R
cˆdˆ
de∇eπi2Rcf fˆg∇gπi3EI2nFJm−2n−3Gn−1gaˆb
]
+T i1I2nJm−2n−1n
[
nπi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1Rc
baˆcˆ − 2n∇cˆcπi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
−4n∇cπi1∇cEI2nFJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
]
+
1
2
gabT i1I2nJm−2n−1n πi1EI2nFJm−2n−1Gn
−4n
(
n
2
)
T i1i2i3i4i5I2n−4Jm−2n−1n πi1∇cˆ(∇dπi2∇dπi3)∇c(∇eπi4∇eπi5)EI2n−4FJm−2n−1Gn−1gaˆb
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